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BEWITCHED
Laura Thalassa

After awakening a sorcerer who was sentenced to 
eternal rest, a young witch in training finds herself 
inexplicably drawn to him and discovers that they 
are fated soulmates—only for a slew of secrets to 
come out when a series of murders is committed at 
her school.

As one of the requirements to attend Henbane Coven, a 
prestigious academy for witches, twenty-year-old 
SELENE BOWERS must go on a magic quest. While en 
route, her plane is dragged from the sky by a nefarious 
supernatural being and Selene is able to use her pow-
ers to land the plane, but at a price—every time she 
uses her magic, it eats away at her memories. Selene 
enters the ruins of a palace where she comes across a 
sarcophagus containing a sleeping sorcerer, MEMNON 
THE CURSED, who has been enchanted to remain eter-
nally trapped in this state. Selene frees him and when 
Memnon wakes, he mistakes Selene for his wife who 
betrayed him and cursed him. Before he can act, Se-
lene manages to escape and as a result of her efforts on 
the plane, is accepted into the academy. All seems well 
until Memnon turns up at Henbane and vows to make 
Selene pay. To make matters worse, a string of murders 
begins to occur on campus and Selene fears Memnon 
is behind the killings.

As the weeks pass, Memnon keeps turning up again 
and again at Henbane, and is nonetheless drawn to Se-
lene. Despite herself, Selene feels safe in his presence, 
especially when he saves her from a dangerous situa-
tion, and the two grow close. It’s then Selene learns that 
she and Memnon are magically bound together for life. 
But as Selene reckons with her complicated feelings for 
Memnon as well as her continued memory loss, some-
one frames her for the ongoing murders. Memnon be-
lieves he can lift this curse and return her memories. 
When she hesitates, Memnon confesses that he’s the 
one who’s been framing her—even though he did not 
commit the murders. She is forced to agree to his de-
mands—which include marrying him. Memnon lifts the 
curse, only for Selene to be arrested. In these final mo-
ments, she remembers everything—and realizes she 
should never have awoken Memnon. 
*Ends on a cliffhanger*

Found in the forest when she was young, Laura Thalassa was raised by fairies, kidnapped 
by werewolves, and given over to vampires as repayment for a hundred-year debt. She’s 
been brought back to life twice, and, with a single kiss, she woke her true love from eternal 
sleep. She now lives happily ever after with her undead prince in a castle in the woods... 
or something like that anyway. When not writing, Laura can be found scarfing down 
guacamole, hoarding chocolate for the apocalypse, or curled up on the couch with a 
good book.

Print Published by Bloom Books

Release Date: April 18, 2023
Genre: Fantasy Romance/

Romantasy 
First Book in Trilogy

***UPCOMING RELEASE***
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MY DARK ROMEO
L.J. Shen & Parker S. Huntington

A broody billionaire meets his match when he 
blackmails a wealthy heiress into marrying him, 
but throughout all of their attempts at wearing 
the other down—they begin to fall in love. 

When DALLAS TOWNSEND is publicly caught 
in a damning situation with ROMEO COSTA, 
her fiance’s biggest rival, she is formed to marry 
him or risk ruining her family’s reputation. Dallas 
refuses to go down without a fight, even upon 
learning her new future husband’s ultimate goal 
is to destroy his family company out of spite for 
his father. But the bad blood doesn’t end there—
Romeo refuses to continue his family’s lineage, 
while Dallas’s greatest desire is to become a 
mother.

Throughout every one of her attempts to seduce 
him and their countless arguments, Romeo 
resists giving Dallas what she wants most. The 
sexual tension between them develops into 
something deeper when they learn about each 
other’s traumas and help each other overcome 
them. It’s only when Romeo sacrifices everything 
to save Dallas from her former fiancé that he 
finally admits he loves her—as he’s dying from 
being poisoned. He overhears Dallas admitting 
she loves him too when he wakes up from his 
coma and their marriage becomes real, with the 
two of them expecting their first child by the end.

L.J. Shen is a USA Today, Washington Post and Amazon #1 Bestselling author with books translated in 
over twenty different languages. She is a three-time Goodreads finalist for Best Romance Book. She 
studied politics, economy and philosophy and now lives in Florida with her husband, and sons. She makes 
eccentric fashion choices, enjoys good wine, bad reality TV shows and catching sun rays with her lazy cat.

Parker S. Huntington is a dog-obsessed USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author from 
Orange County, California. She has a B.A. in Creative Writing from the University of California, Riverside 
and a Master’s in Liberal Arts in Literature and Creative Writing from Harvard.

Release Date: March 12, 2023

Genre: New Adult/

Contemporary Romance

Territories Sold: Israel

Standalone 
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ROGUE 
Elle Kennedy

After a car accident that nearly cost her everything, 
a high school junior is used to her family’s coddling 
and the relentless whispers at school, no matter how 
much they sting. But she’s found a safe harbor in her 
budding relationship with Sandover’s golden boy...or 
so she thinks.

After almost drowning the previous year, CASEY 
TRESCOTT is looking to put the entire accident behind 
her, only no one is letting her. Between her overprotective 
father and older sister monitoring her every move and all 
her “friends” spreading lies about her, Casey is just trying 
to get through each day. The solace that she has found in 
FENN BISHOP, a senior at Sandover Prep, is exactly what 
she needs to ignore the chatter and find some happiness. 
While they do have to date in secret, their arrangement is 
worth it because he sees her for who she is and not as a 
broken girl. She doesn’t even care about how she ended 
up in the accident or who left her to die. She just wants 
to move forward. 

That all changes when her sister and Fenn’s stepbrother 
find out that [SPOILER ALERT] it was Fenn who pulled her 
out of the car. He might not have been the one to cause 
the accident but he was there and left her without saying 
a word. Betrayed by the person who really supported her, 
Casey goes on a ‘bad girl’ spiral with none other than 
LAWSON KENT, Sandover’s resident king of debauchery. 

Meanwhile, Fenn knows he messed up and should’ve 
come clean to Casey months ago, but he was struggling 
with his loyalty to his best friend, GABE, who he thinks 
was driving that night [SPOILER...he wasn’t]. But losing 
Casey has pushed him over the edge and he is prepared 
to do anything to prove that his feelings for her were real, 
even if that means turning himself, and his best friend, 
over to the police. Though Casey ultimately finds out who 
was driving the car, many more secrets are starting to 
come out. Casey and Fenn may get their happily for now, 
but the drama is only just beginning at Sandover Prep.

Published by 
Bloom Books (US) & Piatkus (UK/BC)

Release Date: March 7, 2023
Genre: New Adult Romance

Territories Sold: Denmark, Germany, 
Italy, Poland, Romania, Slovakia

Book 2 in Prep SeriesOTHER BOOK IN SERIES
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THE SUMMER GIRL
Elle Kennedy

After arriving in Avalon Bay for the summer, 
a young woman finds herself crushing 
on the town’s resident player, but just 
when the two of them go from friends-to-
lovers, secrets emerge that threaten any 
happiness they once thought they had in 
this addictive, summer read.

CASSIE SOUL is part of a legacy family in 
Avalon Bay, but she hasn’t been back since 
her parents divorced years ago. But when 
her grandmother decides to sell the family’s 
boardwalk hotel, Cassie arrives for the summer 
and is looking to celebrate her twenty-first 
birthday with a summer fling. When she 
meets TATE BARTLETT, she knows he is exactly 
what she’s looking for.  The only problem is, he 
friend-zones her as soon as they meet. 

Despite her disappointment, Cassie is content 
to be “just friends” with Avalon Bay’s biggest 
player, but when the lines between friends and 
something more are crossed (multiple times), 
Tate and Cassie reevaluate their situation and 
finally give in to their attraction to one another. 
But just when things are about to get good, 
they discover the many complications that 
come with being together when the startling 
connection between their families is revealed. 

What started as a summer fling turns out to 
be a whole lot more, but can they survive the 
fallout of being together?

Published by 
St. Martin’s Press (US) & Piatkus (UK/BC)

Release Date: July 18, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance/

New Adult 
Territories Sold: Germany 

Book 3 in Avalon Bay Series

***UPCOMING RELEASE***

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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MEET ME ON LOVE LANE
 Nina Bocci 

After a career shakeup temporarily sends a 
woman back to her hometown, she finds herself 
attracted to two men—her father’s co-worker and 
her childhood best friend—while getting letters 
from a mysterious secret admirer in this modern 
take on Cyrano.

After losing her job, CHARLOTTE BISHOP returns 
to her hometown, Hope Lake, which she left when 
her parents divorced. She always had a sour taste in 
her mouth when she thought of the small town. But 
once she gets her bearings, and moves in with her 
fiesty grandmother, she finds the adjustment back 
to small town life much easier than she expected. 

While she has no intention of staying for long, she 
begins to reconnect with childhood friends, her 
father and grandmother, and even finds her dream 
job in a local florist’s shop. She’s set on returning 
to the big city she left until she begins receiving 
romantic attention from DR. MAXWELL, her father’s 
younger work partner. Things become a little 
complicated when she not only starts to fall for 
HENRY, her childhood best friend, but she also starts 
reciving love letters from a secret admirer. 

Charlotte internally battles between the idea of the 
life she’d always imagined and building the one she 
actually wants. But when it is revealed who her secret 
admirer is (SPOILER: it’s neither of the two men, but 
a meddler with good intentions), Charlotte is forced 
to look at what, and who, truly makes her happy.

USA Today bestselling author Nina Bocci is a novelist, publicist, eternal optimist, 
unabashed lip gloss enthusiast, constant apologist, and a hopeless romanticist. She 
has too many college degrees that she’s not using and a Lego addiction that she 
blames on her son.

Published by Gallery Books
Release Date: December 10, 2019

Genre: Romantic Women’s Fiction
Territories Sold: Estonia 

Standalone. Part of Hopeless 
Romantics Series

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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WISH LISTS AND ROAD TRIPS
 Lauren H. Mae

Two stranded strangers agree to travel together 
in order to return home, but when a slew of 
misadventures derail their plans, it might mean a 
chance to fall in love.

NICK CALLAWAY is on a trip around the world to 
spread his late brother’s ashes according to his last 
wishes. BRIDGET “BRIT” DONOVAN has just called off 
her wedding and embarked on the honeymoon trip 
alone. A timing mix-up strands them together, and 
they’re advised that the best way to get back home is 
land travel due to unsafe weather conditions. As they 
embark on their long journey from Costa Rica to New 
England, Brit’s free-spirited attitude grates against 
Nick’s strict travel style. Despite this, there’s definitely 
a connection, and a series of travel mishaps mean 
they often end up in shared living quarters. 

Brit is frustrated that he won’t make a move, but 
backs off when she discovers the reason for Nick’s 
trip, and how much pressure he’s under to get back 
home and take over the family real estate business. 
Brit helps Nick realize that his brother’s list was less 
about honoring him but getting Nick to live a little, 
and helps him complete the last destination and say 
goodbye to his brother for good. With the burden 
off him, Nick and Brit finally give into their desires 
and sleep together. But Nick’s father demands that 
he come home and solve a situation with the family 
business, so he leaves the trip with Brit a day early, 
just as her own father threatens to crumble her plans 
of independence by cutting her off. 

They go their separate ways and return to the 
pressures of their families, but are miserable without 
each other. After Nick makes a grand gesture,  they 
make up, realizing their love for one another. Brit is 
excited to live in her dream house and wake up with 
him by her side, and Nick knows his dream home is 
the one with Brit in it. 

Lauren H. Mae lives in New England with her husband and two sons. She survives 
in a house full of boys by binge-watching rom-coms and dancing around her 
kitchen to Taylor Swift. Lauren loves hard-earned happily ever afters and breaking 
her characters’ hearts before putting them back together bigger and happier than 
before. She owes almost all of her writing success to her slight addiction to Red Bull.

Published by Headline UK
Release Date: April 18, 2023 

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Standalone
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MAKE A WISH
Helena Hunting

Nearly a decade after he left town without a 
word, a woman is reunited with her former 
employer—a charming single father—in a 
delightful feel-good rom-com.

While hosting a princess-themed birthday party 
at her family’s event hotel, HARLEY SPARK is 
unexpectedly reunited with PEYTON RHODES, 
the sweet nine-year-old she nannied for nearly ten 
years ago. Tagging along with Peyton is her father, 
and Harley’s former employer, the charming GAVIN 
RHODES. 

The last memory Harley has of him is the kiss they 
nearly shared—and the way he and Peyton up and 
left without so much as a single goodbye. What 
Harley doesn’t know is that Gavin has harbored guilt 
for years—not only as a widow, but also because 
he believe that he would have been crossing a 
line and taking advance of a then-twenty-year-old 
Harley.. Since Gavin plans on taking over his father’s 
business, he and Peyton are staying permanently 
and he hopes he can now right the wrongs of the 
past. Slowly, he and Harley rekindle a friendship 
that simmers into a passionate, loving relationship. 
It feels as if no time has passed, especially as they 
find themselves becoming a family with Peyton. 
But as things get more serious between the two, 
the more intense Gavin’s guilt becomes, especially 
with his mother-in-law’s disapproval. Together, 
Gavin and Harley will learn to heal from the pain of 
their traumatic pasts in order to gain their happily 
ever after.

Published by St. Martin’s
Release Date: January 24, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance

Standalone. Part of Spark Sisters Series

New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling author, Helena Hunting lives outside of 
Toronto with her amazing family and her two awesome cats, who think the best place 
to sleep is her keyboard. Helena writes everything from contemporary romance with all 
the feels to romantic comedies that will have you laughing until you cry.

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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KING OF WRATH 
Ana Huang

An ambitious jewelry heiress with an overbearing 
family is surprised when she ends up falling for 
the ruthless billionaire CEO her family arranged 
for her to marry, only for his ulterior motives to 
stand in the way of their happily ever after.

Jewelry heiress, high-end event planner, and “new 
money” VIVIAN LAU is the perfect daughter in every 
way but one: she’s still single. Her social-climbing 
father arranges a marriage to billionaire DANTE 
RUSSO, who has a reputation for ruthlessness. 

Unbeknownst to Vivian, her father is blackmailing 
Dante into marrying Vivian because he knows  
about Dante’s brother’s dangerous involvement 
with the niece of a mafia don. Dante plots to bring 
down the Lau’s family business as retaliation, but 
goes through with the engagement. While Vivian 
and Dante immediately dislike one another, they 
keep up appearances and Vivian moves into Dante’s 
house. 

Eventually, although neither are willing to admit 
it, they fall in love and start a real relationship, but 
Dante’s thirst for vengeance is strong. Through 
spending time with Vivian, Dante surmises where 
her father is keeping the evidence he’s using to 
blackmail Dante and when he finds it. Despite being 
torn over his feelings for Vivian, he ultimately gets 
his revenge, thereby hurting Vivian in the process. 
Although Dante finds her and explains everything, 
Vivian is heartbroken and moves out of Dante’s 
house, throwing herself into planning an event that 
could transform her career. 

After realizing his true feelings, Dante unexpectedly 
arrives at Vivian’s event and asks her to go on just 
one date with him. She reluctantly agrees and one 
date turns into several as they rebuild the trust 
between them. While Vivian confronts her father 
in hopes of repairing their relationship, he remains 
unrepentant, and Vivian comes to terms with the 
type of man he is—someone she doesn’t want in her 
life. Vivian and Dante reconcile and get married at 
Dante’s family estate in Lake Como, free to live out 
their happily ever after.

USA Today bestselling author Ana Huang writes primarily steamy New Adult and 
contemporary romance. Her stories range from lighthearted to dark, but they all have 
HEAs with plenty of banter and swoon sprinkled in. Besides reading and writing, Ana 
loves traveling, is obsessed with hot chocolate, and has multiple relationships with 
fictional boyfriends.

Published by
Bloom Books (US) & Piatkus (UK/BC)

Release Date: October 20, 2022

Genre: New Adult/Contemporary Romance

Territories Sold: Bulgaria, France, Germany, 
Poland, Portugal 

Standalone. Book 1 in KING OF SIN series
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FINAL OFFER 
 Lauren Asher

Years after their devastating breakup, an alcoholic 
is reunited with his ex-girlfriend—and childhood 
best friend—when they, at the request of his late 
grandfather, team up to renovate his family’s old 
summer home, but he must first face his demons 
before they can have their happily ever after.

In order to receive his inheritance, middle brother 
CALLAHAN ‘CAL’ KANE must spend the summer at 
his family’s lake house before ultimately selling it. 
The only problem? His childhood best friend—and 
ex-girlfriend—ALANA ‘LANA’ CASTILLO’s name is also 
on the deed, and she has been living there with a 
young girl, Cami, for the last few years. Cal and Lana’s 
reunion is tense as the wounds from their breakup 
are re-opened and he makes his intentions to sell 
the house clear right away, much to her dismay. But 
when Cami is accepted to an elite—and expensive—
private school out-of-state, Lana agrees to the sale, 
and the three begin renovating the home together.

Cal has a history of heavy drinking is what drove  him 
and Lana to break up all those years ago. But over 
time, Cal develops a close bond with Cami, while he 
and Lana reminisce on the past. Though Lana tries to 
keep her walls up, she sees how much Cal has grown 
up, especially when he promises to stop drinking. Cal 
and Lana slowly rekindle their romance, but when 
she overhears that he does not want to check into 
rehab, as an alternative to selling the house, Lana 
breaks things off which forces Cal to consider what’s 
really important to him. After much thought Cal 
checks into rehab on his own terms and for himself. 
Before Lana can finish the renovations and sell the 
house, Cal returns with every intention of proving 
that he’s changed. Although Lana is wary at first, 
Cal grovels his way back to her heart, and ultimately 
puts the home to a trust in Cami’s—and their future 
children’s—names, so it’ll remain in their family 
forever.

Published by
Bloom Books (US) & Piatkus (UK/BC)

Release Date: January 31, 2023 
Genre: Contemporary Romance

Territories Sold:  France, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, 

Romania, Spain, Turkey
Standalone. Book 3 in DREAMLAND 

BILLIONAIRE series 

WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER (UK)
AMAZON MOST SOLD (2 WEEKS)

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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 Plagued with an overactive imagination, Lauren spends her free time reading and writing. Her dream 
is to travel to all the places she writes about. She enjoys writing about flawed yet relatable characters 
you can’t help loving. She likes sharing fast-paced stories with angst, steam, and the emotional 
spectrum. Her extra-curricular activities include watching YouTube, bingeing old episodes of Parks and 
Rec, and searching Yelp for new restaurants before choosing her trusted favorite. She works best after 
her morning coffee and will never refuse a nap.

LOVE REDESIGNED
Lauren Asher

The CEO of a construction company butts head 
with well-known interior designer, but they’re 
forced to play nice while working together to 
further their careers—only to realize love can be 
found where they least expect.

JULIAN LOPEZ owns a luxury construction company 
with his sister and cousin.  As CEO, Julian is 
determined to take the million-dollar business to the 
next level by buying up properties in Lake Wisteria 
(location of FINAL OFFER) and selling them to the 
highest bidder. He is not the most popular person 
in the lakeside town and he knows he needs to 
rebuild and repair his reputation. But the last thing 
he wants to do is collaborate with POPPY, one half of 
the famous engaged duo, Poppy & Oliver, who had a 
home improvement show on a popular network. 

Poppy is back in her hometown of Lake Wisteria to 
start anew after Oliver blindsided her and ended 
their engagement, leaving her with a broken heart 
and jobless. With the goal of starting her solo interior 
design business she finds it’s harder than she expected 
when she learns that Lopez Luxury is buying up all 
the properties and stealing any potential clients. But 
Poppy’s name still carries weight, so when one of 
Julian’s clients insists that Poppy work on her home if 
he wants her business, Julian must swallow his pride 
and work with her. 

Their electric banter becomes the entertainment of 
the town, amplified when a famed magazine comes 
to Lake Wisteria to do a piece on Lopez Luxury. The 
magazine then decides to a whole story on the 
two of them, which would bring both Julian and 
Poppy much-needed positive press to advance their 
businesses. But they’re surprised to find that their 
pretend feelings have started to become real, and 
they end up falling in love with each other.

Published by
Bloom Books (US) & Piatkus (UK/BC)

Release Date: November 7, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance

Territories Sold: Germany, Netherlands
Standalone. 

Book 1 in LAKEFRONT BILLIONAIRE Series

***UPCOMING RELEASE***
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 WHISPERS OF YOU 
Catherine Cowles

A man moves in with his former high school 
sweetheart ten years after their difficult and 
abrupt breakup when the same danger that 
threatened her life years ago returns with a 
vengence to wreak havoc all over again in this 
emotional, second chance romance.

HOLT HARTLEY still hasn’t been able to forgive 
himself for not protecting his ex-girlfriend, WREN, 
who was a victim of a shooting ten years ago. As a 
result of his shame, he promptly fled their hometown 
and never looked back. But after his father survives 
a heart attack, Holt takes some much-needed time 
off to spend with his family back home. When Holt 
and Wren first see each other after all these years, 
the air is thick with tension. As Wren thinks of the 
time lost between them, Holt’s guilt is stronger 
than ever, and the two go their separate ways. But 
when Wren believes she sees and hears movement 
outside of her house, Holt’s brothers encourage 
him to stay with her to ensure her safety. To make 
matters worse, a series of neighborhood shootings 
like the ones a decade ago have been reported. 
While Wren fears that Holt will just up and leave 
again, he proves her wrong by staying by her side, 
especially when she has flashbacks of the night she 
was shot. Gradually, Wren and Holt begin to let the 
other in and Wren, after many years, is finally able to 
tell Holt that her getting shot was not his fault.

The search for the shooter continues, but Wren’s 
life is endangered once again when she’s held 
hostage by their old friend, Jude. She finds out 
that Jude’s the one responsible for the shooting all 
those years ago, and is now looking to kill any of the 
survivors—targeting Holt and Wren specifically. He 
had developed a crush on Wren, but he was also 
jealous of all the time Holt got to spend with her. 
Before Jude can seriously harm Wren, Holt and 
his brothers come rushing in. Jude is arrested, and 
Wren is expected to make a full recovery. By her 
side at the hospital, Holt reveals that he’s moving 
back and the two look forward to making up for the 

lost time.

Release Date: January 31, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance

Standalone. Book 1 in The Lost & Found Series

Writer of words. Drinker of Diet Cokes. Lover of all things cute and furry, especially her dog. 
Catherine has had her nose in a book since the time she could read and finally decided to 
write down some of her own stories. When she’s not writing she can be found exploring 
her home state of Oregon, listening to true crime podcasts, or searching for her next book 
boyfriend.
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Published by Amazon Publishing/Montlake
Release Date: May 9, 2023

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Germany, Poland, Russia

Standalone. 
Part of Cruel Castaways Series 

***UPCOMING RELEASE***

OTHER BOOK IN SERIES

FALLEN FOE 
 L.J. Shen

A jaded New York billionaire who recently lost his 
fiancee learns the meaning of love when he bonds 
with the widow of the man his fiancee was having 
an affair with, as they work together to uncover the 
secrets their loved ones kept from them.

ARSÈNE CORBIN formed an unhealthy obsession with 
his stepsister, Gracelynn, when they were teens after 
she lied to their parents, creating a chain of events that 
caused him to become the man that he is. He grew up 
wealthy and cold, with his main objective having always 
been conquering Gracelynn. In spite of Gracelynn’s 
manipulative and cunning behavior, Arsène wants 
nothing more than to win, which in his eyes means 
marrying her and having her give up control to him. 
When he secures the upper hand and they become 
engaged, all seems to be going in his favor—until 
Gracelynn unexpectedly dies in a tragic accident and 
Arsène learns just how much she had been lying to him.

Months after the death of her husband, aspiring actress 
WINNIFRED “Winnie” ASHCROFT has become a shell of 
her former self when she lands a coveted role in “The 
Seagull” which could jumpstart her theater career. 
But she does not get along with Arsene Corbine, the 
theater’s owner. When it is revealed that Gracelynn and 
Winnie’s husband, Paul, were in the accident together 
when neither of them was supposed to be there, Arsène 
proposes that he and Winnie share the information that 
they each have.  

Despite being complete opposites, the more time 
they spend together, the more they realize that their 
significant others were in an ongoing affair and as they 
piece through layer and layer of deceit, they come to 
appreciate each other’s quirks—Arsène’s razor-sharp wit 
and his love for obscure astronomy facts and Winnie’s 
fiery, headstrong personality. But even as they begin 
letting their guards down around each other, they 
cannot ignore the root of their shared connection and 
question if what they feel is real.  

When they uncover a heartbreaking secret Gracelynn 
and Paul kept from them, it shatters the fragile nature of 
their relationship. Winnie leaves New York and returns 
home to Tennessee, ready to accept a comfortable 
though unexciting life, but Arsène realizes he cannot let 
her go forever. He goes to Tennessee to tell her that he’s 
in love with her and doesn’t want the ghosts of their past 
to weigh them down. She returns to New York and they 
become engaged.
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THE GAME
Vi Keeland

A math whiz, who spent years alone after her 
mother’s untimely death, discovers that she is 
the heir to a pro football team, when the father 
she never knew names her in his will. She’s soon 
thrust into a new world, including that of the 
star quarterback who will do anything to win 
her over.

When math genius BELLA KEATING receives an 
invitation to a will reading, the last thing she expects 
is to discover her father’s identity, in addition to 
finding out he has died. Not only does she learn 
her father was the owner of a professional football 
team, but he’s also passed the title down to her. 
Bella accepts her newfound position and is warmly 
welcomed into the family by her grandfather—but 
not so much by her jealous half-sisters. On her first 
day, they trick her into thinking the “pizza delivery 
man” has been harassing female employees and 
she needs to talk to him—only he turns out to be 
star quarterback, CHRISTIAN KNOX, who was just 
bringing pizza to the front office. 

Although Bella is embarrassed and apologetic, 
Christian takes the faux pas in stride and the two 
share a flirty moment before going separate ways. 
When Bella explains her plans to develop algorithms 
to help the team perform better, Christian points 
out that she’s missing the “human factor”—the 
players’ lives outside of the sport—and offers to 
help her. The two grow closer as they begin to 
spend more time together. While Christian shares 
stories of her father and grandfather, Bella reveals 
the struggles she faced as a homeless youth since 
her mother died when she was a teen—and neither 
can understand how her father could abandon her. 

Just as Bella finds herself comfortable in their 
relationship and her job, more details regarding her 
mother’s accident come to light, pushing Christian 
to investigate behind Bella’s back. Ultimately 
unearths some heartbreaking truths behind her 
mother’s death—and her father’s involvement. 

Release Date: January 16, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance

Territories Sold: Poland 
Standalone

Vi Keeland is a #1 New York Times Bestselling author. With more than a million books 
sold, her titles have appeared in over fifty Bestseller lists and are currently translated 
in more than twelve languages. She resides in New York with her husband and their 
three children where she is living out her own happily ever after with the boy she met 
at age six.
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GOD OF MALICE
Rina Kent

A young woman determined to find the answers 
behind her best friend’s tragic death becomes 
involved with a dangerous secret society on campus 
and captures the attention of one of its devilish, 
irresistible members who could give her everything 
she wants—and needs.

As GLYNDON KING deals with the death of her best 
friend, Devlin, a mysterious stranger is the only person to 
make her feel like her world is not ending. The mystery 
man made a substantial impact on Glyndon, but she 
doesn’t expect to ever see him again, until she runs into 
him on campus. KILLIAN CARSON hasn’t been able to 
stop thinking about Glyndon since that moment he 
met her and is determined to get to know her more. 
While she is drawn to him, Glyndon is hesitant to let 
him in, especially since he brings up memories of the 
reasons they met. But when she receives anonymous 
texts that reveal Devlin’s death might have been 
associated with The Heathens, a secret society Killian 
belongs to. Desperate to find answers about Devlin’s 
involvement, she allows herself to get closer to Killian, 
even making a deal with his older brother, but she finds 
herself falling for Killian despite her attempts to take 
him down. As their relationship grows more romantic, 
several dark twists are unraveled, including the truth 
behind The Heathens’ rivalry with The Serpents, the 
society that Devlin—who turns up alive and well—
actually belongs to. 

Release Date: July 14, 2022
Genre: New Adult

Territories Sold: Brazil, Italy, Russia
Standalone 

Book 1 in Legacy of Gods Series

Rina Kent is an international bestselling author of everything enemies to lovers romance. Her heroes are 
anti-heroes and villains because she was always the weirdo who fell in love with the guys no one roots 
for. Her books are sprinkled with a touch of mystery, a healthy dose of angst, a pinch of violence, and 
lots of intense passion. Rina spends her private days in London, daydreaming about the next plot idea or 
laughing like an evil mastermind when those ideas come together.

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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THE UMBRA KING
Jamie Applegate Hunter

A woman seeking vengeance begins her 
sentence in a prison realm and ends up meeting 
the man she suspects killed her twin sister, but 
things are not what they seem to be when it is 
revealed she is his fated mate in this drama-
filled, enemies-to-lovers romantasy.

In Erdikoa, AURORA ‘RORY’ RAVEN is discovered 
to be a serial killer, coined THE BUTCHER by 
terrified citizens. She’s spurred by vengeance after 
witnessing the murder of her twin sister, Cora. She 
and Cora were born with grey-sight, meaning they 
can only see shades of grey, black, and white. It’s 
revealed that Rory is Fey, someone who can see 
the color of people’s souls, and she only kills those 
with black souls, whom she catches in the middle 
of hurting someone else. When she’s caught, she’s 
sentenced to 500 years in the dark, industralized 
prison realm VINCULA—ruled over by the Umbra 
King, CAIUS, serving his own sentence of 500 years 
for killing another Royal.

When Rory arrives to Vincula, Caius and Rory 
get off to a rocky start, especially because she is 
pretty sure she witnessed him kill Cora (spoiler: he 
didn’t!), but eventually Caius realizes that Rory is 
his aeternum—his fated mate. Caius keeps Rory 
close to protect her from vengeful souls and they 
slowly fall in love. Caius soon suspects his identical 
twin brother, Gedeon, the Lux King, is the one 
who killed Cora—whom he suspects was Gedeon’s 
mate—since he didn’t want to give up his throne 
to any children. The day before Caius’s time as the 
Umbra King ends, he takes over Rory’s contract 
and sends her back to Erdikoa so she can reunite 
with her mother and relay his suspicions. Despite 
the fact that Rory will not remember their time 
together in Vincula, Caius is confident they will find 
each other again once his sentence is over. The 
next day, however, Caius receives a new inmate—
Rory’s mother, who purposely committed a crime 
to warn Rory and Caius about Gedeon. Now he’s 
sent Rory straight to Erdikoa and into Gedeon’s 
clutches. THE UMBRA KING ends on a cliffhanger.

Release Date: September 20, 2022

Genre: Fantasy Romance/Romantasy

Book 1 in VINCULA REALM DUET.

Jamie grew up in the Pineywoods region of Texas and currently lives in Colorado with 
her husband and two children. She has a bachelor’s degree in criminology and political 
science but decided to pursue a career as a full-time author after co-writing a novel 
with a friend in 2020. Multiple books later, her love for world-building, banter, and plot 
twists still shows in every story she writes, and she hopes to continue for many years.
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FLAWLESS
Elsie Silver

After getting in some trouble with his biggest 
sponsor, a famous bull rider is assigned a 
babysitter—his agent’s resilient, beautiful 
daughter—to ensure he stays out of trouble, 
only for the two to cross the lines between 
professional and personal when they discover 
their mutual attraction. 

Professional bull rider RHETT EATON is in some 
hot water when he is caught making a less than 
desirable comment about one of his sponsors. 
While his agent, Kip Hamilton, is disappointed, he’s 
not giving up on Rhett and ultimately assigns his 
daughter SUMMER HAMILTON to be his full-time 
supervisor—essentially a glorified babysitter—to 
ensure Rhett doesn’t make any other screw ups in 
his career. Of course, Rhett is extremely resistant 
to Summer and her overbearing ways but knows 
this is the only thing that can save his career. As 
she joins him on his tour—and the two often have 
to share a hotel room—they grow closer and open 
up about their difficult childhoods with each other. 
Just when they cross the line into romance, drama 
ensues when her ex keeps calling and her father 
has a heart attack. Rallying together at the hospital, 
a bomb is dropped when Rhett learns that Kip’s 
attending doctor is not only Summer’s ex, but also 
her estranged sister’s husband. Summer’s family 
had no idea and she is mortified when Rhett calls 
him out on it. Summer pushes him away, needing 
space, and Rhett respects her wishes, but when 
Kip pulls through, he apologizes to Summer and 
professes his love for her. 

Published by Piatkus (UK/BC)
Release Date: June 24, 2022

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Israel, Italy, Poland, Romania, 

Russia, Turkey
Standalone

Book 1 of CHESTNUT SPRINGS Series 

Elsie is a Canadian romance author who currently lives just outside of Vancouver, 
British Columbia with her husband, son, and three dogs. She’s been reading romance 
books since before she was probably supposed to and has never stopped. In her free 
time she loves to cook and try new foods, loves to travel, and loves spending time with 
her boys–especially outdoors. She’s also become a big fan of her quiet 5 am mornings 
where she can sip a cup of hot coffee and disappear into a fictional world without 
interruption. 

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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WHERE OCEANS BURN
Casey L. Bond

A warrior who has spent her whole life defending  
the sky is keeping a secret to protect her warrior 
status, but it is threatened when she is betrayed 
by one of her own and forced to live among the 
people of the sea, where she works with a man she 
was taught to hate—a sea warrior—to try to unite 
their two kingdoms.

In a world where the realms of sky and sea are at 
odds, ELIRA is an experienced winged warrior of the 
sky kingdom. But in order to keep her status, she’s 
been keeping a lifelong secret—she has pure blood. 
In her world, warriors with pure blood are hailed as 
the strongest and in order to pass on their genes 
of strength, they have their wings clipped and are 
forced to breed the next generation. Elira has gotten 
away with this for years, but it all comes crashing 
down when Neera, the sky goddess, learns the truth. 
Instead of condemning her, however, she’ll allow her 
to keep her wings on the condition that Elira captures 
The Shark, the sea’s strongest warrior. If she fails, Elira 
will be forced to forfeit her wings and take her place 
among the clipped breeders. Elira agrees, but when 
she is pushed into the sea, The Shark ends up saving 
her life. While she is spared, Elira is trapped on their 
isle and shockingly befriends The Shark, whose real 
name is CREST, and has been tasked to protect her 
while in the sea. As they better understand each 
other’s world, the closer they grow, making it all the 
more complicated when it is revealed that Elira is 
Crest’s soulmate.

Despite being taught to hate people of the sea, Elira 
finds a family in them and learns more about her pure 
blood—her blood is what keeps Neera trapped in the 
sky. But when one of Elira’s friends communicates 
that Neera wants to wipe out the people of the sea, 
Elira and Crest warn the sea warriors of what’s to 
come. As they prepare for battle, Elira and Crest try to 
keep their deepening feelings at bay, until they realize 
their bond is too strong and allow the power that a 
bonded pair brings unite them. As the war wages on, 
a final battle between Elira and Neera occurs, with the 
sea fully supporting Elira. After defeating Neera, Elira 
works with her friends to find a peace between the 
sky and the sea, and she gets a happily ever after with 
Crest.

Release Date: October 13, 2022

Genre: YA/New Adult Romantasy

Territories Sold: Italy  

Book 1 in Duology

RONE Award-winning author Casey Bond lives on a rural farm in West Virginia with her 
husband and their two beautiful daughters. She writes phoenixes – gloriously flawed 
and morally gray characters that fiercely rise from the ashes of their circumstances. 
Worldbuilding is one of her favorite hobbies, along with stamping metal jewelry, 
swimming, and enjoying the beauty of nature.
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ELEMENTAL MYSTERIES
Elizabeth Hunter

For fans of A DISCOVERY OF WITCHES and THE 
HISTORIAN, a “retired” vampire and a college 
librarian work together to find a mythical, 
lost library and, in the rocess, uncover a vast 
conspiracy that will bring turmoil tot he vampire 
world in this smart and sophisticaled, epic 
paranormal romance series.

In A HIDDEN FIRE, a former vampire assassin, 
GIOVANNI VECCHIO, spends his time searching for 
rare books for immortal clients. When he meets 
BEATRICE DE NOVO, a young student librarian 
in the course of his research, he realizes that she 
may have ties to the lost library of his vampire sire, 
which he thought had been lost in the Bonfire of 
the Vanities in Renaissance-era Florence. He hires 
her as a research assistant and she is pulled into 
the complicated vampire politics of the Elemental 
vampire world, where every vampire is ruled and 
gains strength from the elements—Fire, Water, 
Earth, or Wind. A romance slowly develops, but 
is threatened when Giovanni appears to trade 
Beatrice to his estranged “son” in exchange for the 
books he thought were lost. Giovanni rescues her, 
but her trust has been broken. At the end of the 
book, Giovanni disappears and Beatrice moves to 
Los Angeles for graduate school.

Through the course of the series, Giovanni and 
Beatrice search for the lost library, gain allies, win 
and lose battles, fall in love.  As all thse things are 
happening, they  slowly move closer to the source of 
a vast vampire conspiracy that aims to consolidate 
power under one immortal leader in Rome.

Release Date: October 11, 2011

Genre: Paranormal Romance/

Romantasy

Territories Sold: Germany

Book 1 of ELEMENTAL MYSTERIES Series 

Elizabeth Hunter is a ten-time USA Today bestselling author of romance, contemporary 
fantasy, and paranormal mystery. Based in Central California and Addis Ababa, she 
travels extensively to write fantasy fiction exploring world mythologies, history, and the 
universal bonds of love, friendship, and family.

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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ALL DOWNHILL WITH YOU
Julie Olivia

When a theme park employee is forced to work 
with an engineer to help rebuild the faulty roller 
coaster that injured her, they instantly dislike 
one another, but as they bond over their love of 
rides, they learn that love can be found where 
they least expect it.

Honeywood Fun Park employee LORELEI ARDEN 
is tasked with working with EMORY DAWSON, 
the engineer who designed The Grizzly, their 
prized wooden roller-coaster, after a rider was 
previously hurt and the ride was shut down. Emory 
is determined to find out what caused The Grizzly 
to malfunction and repair his family company’s 
reputation. To his astonishment, the woman 
showing him around Honeywood is actually the 
rider who was injured on the roller coaster and 
suing his company. Their dislike of what they 
each represent fuels their mutual distrust for one 
another—she thinks he wants to make the minimal 
changes necessary, while he thinks she’s after a 
large settlement check. 

But as they spend more time together and share 
their mutual love of rides, the animosity turns to 
friendship and then attraction as they work to find 
the best solution for The Grizzly. While the conflicts 
of interest raise red flags in every direction, Lorelei 
and Emory are able to uncover the real cause of 
the malfunction and collaborate to build a bigger 
and better version of The Grizzly, all while getting 
their happily ever after.

Release Date: May 26, 2022

Genre: Small Town Feel Good Romance

Standalone

Book 1 of HONEYWOOD FUN PARK Series

Julie Olivia writes cozy love stories filled with humor, saucy bedroom scenes, and close 
friend groups that feel like a warm hug in book form. She is a roller coaster enthusiast, 
lemon-filled donut lover, and avid romance reader. She lives in Atlanta, Georgia with 
her husband who has a swoon-worthy low voice and their cat, Tina, whose meows are 
not swoony one bit.

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES
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THORNE PRINCESS
L.J. Shen

When her partying has gone too far, a 
Hollywood socialite is forced to move in with 
her strict bodyguard to rehab her image and 
they immediately dislike each other, until their 
walls come falling down to reveal something 
more between them.

After her wild lifestyle lands her in trouble, socialite 
HALLIE THORNE’s father—and former president—
decides that Hallie will be placed under the 
watchful eye of the strict and uptight RANSOM 
LOCKWOOD, a former special agent and now the 
best bodyguard in the business. Hallie’s father 
gives her an ultimatum—follow Ransom’s rules 
and get her life in shape or be financially cut off. At 
first, the two can’t stand each other; Ransom thinks 
Hallie is spoiled, while Hallie believes Ransom is 
using her to gain her father’s approval. But the 
two are forced to put their differences aside when 
someone from Ransom’s past threatens to kidnap 
Hallie as revenge for Ransom killing his son years 
ago. 

Ransom and Hallie flee, ultimately seeking solace 
in Texas with Hallie’s parents. While there, Ransom 
learns that Hallie has been harboring secrets 
that her family has not been acknowledging 
and pushes Hallie to stand up to her parents. 
Meanwhile, Hallie finds out that Ransom’s tough 
persona stems from being forced to commit petty 
crimes for his loveless foster parents. Although 
they grow closer and romantic feelings develop, 
Ransom tells Hallie he can never fall in love after 
his tumultuous childhood. Thinking enough time 
has passed, they return to Los Angeles, only for 
Hallie to be kidnapped. 

Ransom saves her, but Hallie, knowing they will 
never have a relationship, instructs him to leave. 
Ransom reluctantly agrees and a heartbroken 
Hallie takes the time apart to heal and discover 
her passion as a tattoo artist. Both are unhappy 
until Ransom shows up at her tattoo parlor and 
declares his love for Hallie. Reunited, the two 
move to Chicago, away from the limelight of L.A. 
and live peacefully and happily.

Release Date: January 12, 2023

Genre: Contemporary Romance

Territories Sold: Czech Republic, Poland

Standalone

L.J. Shen is a USA Today, Washington Post and Amazon #1 Best-selling author with books 
translated in over twenty different languages. She is a three-time Goodreads finalist for 
Best Romance Book. She studied politics, economy and philosophy and now lives in 
Florida with her husband, and sons. She makes eccentric fashion choices, enjoys good 
wine, bad reality TV shows and catching sun rays with her lazy cat.
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BAD MOTHER
Mia Sheridan
A female detective returns home to salvage her career, but as she 
works her first serial killer case while back on the job, she is forced to 
face her past, and her former flame, in order to catch the killer.

Published by Amazon Publishing/Montlake
Release Date: March 28, 2023
Genre: Thriller
Territories Sold: Brazil, Poland, Romania 
Standalone

In order to pay off a debt, a young woman is offered up to a ruthless 
businessman and mafioso. The two try to fight off their mutual attraction 
but soon fail, and find themselves slowly falling in love. But when a 
number of shocking secrets—including their previous connection—come 
to light, everything changes and they must see if their love can withstand 
the storms to come.

A CRUEL ARRANGEMENT
Tijan

Published by Amazon Publishing/Montlake
Release Date: April 25, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance/Mafia
Territories Sold: Brazil, Germany, Poland
Standalone. Book 2 in KINGS OF NEW YORK Series

ASK US ABOUT...

THE GRAHAM EFFECT by Elle Kennedy
Return to Briar University for a spin-off of the TikTok sensation OFF-CAMPUS series.

Coming October 31, 2023

THE UNRAVELING by Vi Keeland
A new smart and sexy THRILLER that has a New York City psychiatrist crossing all moral and 

ethical boundaries as she forms an obsession with a man who later becomes her patient.

Sold at Pre-Empt to Emily Bestler Books (NA) and Piatkus (UK/BC)
Coming 2024
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HOCKEY WITH BENEFITS 
Tijan

A steamy, no-strings-attached relationship between an emotionally-
guarded college student and a campus hockey player takes on an 
angsty twist when their unresolved family dramas prevent them from
letting their guards down.

Release Date: March 7, 2023
Genre:  New Adult/Sports Romance
Standalone

Release Date: March 17, 2021
Genre: YA/New Adult Fairy Tale Retelling
Territories Sold: Italy
Standalone

A cursed witch accused of murder sets out to clear her name, but 
when the lethal hunter tasked with killing her strikes up an alliance 
with her, she begins to doubt who or what she can trust. Retelling of 
Snow White & the Huntsman.

GRAVEBRIAR
Casey L. Bond

KEEPER OF CROWS 
Casey L. Bond

When a young woman is taken to a realm between life and death, she 
teams up with an ex-angel to help free the trapped souls and battle a 
dark enemy, only for the two to realize their sizzling chemistry—and 
that the dangers that threaten both the realm and their relationship— 
are closer than either realized.

Release Date: March 19, 2017
Genre: New Adult Dark Romantasy
Must Be Read With Book #2
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THE OTHER BELLE 
Whitney G.

A reimagining of Beauty and the Beast, where a headstrong heroine 
is kidnapped by a wealthy businessman who demands to be taken to 
her sister so she can end the curse on his family. Through their journey, 
she discovers new sides to the wealthy businessman she’s sworn to 
hate, and he begins to reconsider whether her sister is the “Belle” he 
truly wants. 
Release Date: November 4, 2022
Genre: Fairy Tale Retelling/Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Czech Republic, Poland 
Standalone 

Release Date: November 15, 2022
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic
Standalone

A couple who has experienced—and suffered—so much together over 
the last ten years finds their marriage on the brink of divorce, only to 
reconnect and rediscover the sparks when he asks for one last chance 
to prove their marriage is worth fighting for. While she’s hard to please 
at first, he knows that she is the love of his life and won’t stop until he 
proves it.

UNTYING THE KNOT
Meghan Quinn

YOU HAD YOUR CHANCE, LEE BURROWS 
Piper Rayne

When a woman starts working for an NFL team, the last person 
she expects to see is the man who broke her heart in college. While 
she plans to ignore him and any feelings she may have for him, he 
is determined to prove that he deserves a second chance, and when 
they’re forced to work together, she learns that fighting to avoid him 
becomes just as hard as fighting to not fall in love with him. 

Release Date: December 27, 2022
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Germany, Italy
Standalone. Book 1 in the Kingsmen Football Stars Trilogy
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MADE FOR ME
Natasha Madison

When a woman is blamed for a mistake made at work, a longtime 
friend steps up to support her. Romance quickly develops between 
them, but complications in her professional life have her reconsidering 
the choices she’s made. 

Release Date: December 27, 2022
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Netherlands
Standalone. Book 1 in Made For Series

THE GOLDEN BOYS
Rachel Jonas
When a young woman is awarded a scholarship to a prestigious boarding 
school in town, she immediately attracts the attention of a school bully. He 
makes her life hell after discovering that she has incriminating evidence 
against his father, a powerful businessman in the community. But their 
enmity is no match for their attraction, and as they learn more about 
each other and their pasts, everything they know about their families is 
challenged.

Release Date: October 16, 2020
Genre: New Adult Romance
Territories Sold: France, Germany, Italy, Israel
Trilogy within Series—Must Be Read Together

TOE THE LINE
Penelope Ward

Years after the summer that changed everything between them, two 
best friends who have been harboring feelings for one another try to 
navigate their complex relationship when they decide to have a child 
together in an angst-ridden, friends-to-lovers romance.

Release Date: February 27, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic
Standalone
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THE DEAL DILEMMA 
Meagan Brandy 
A shy young woman looking for lessons on how to be more romantically 
intimate enlists the help of the boy she always loved as a child—her 
estranged brother’s former best friend—years after they last saw each 
other, only to learn the reasons behind their separation were for the 
greater good of her and her parents.

To Be Published by Orion (UK/BC)
Release Date: September 23, 2022
Genre: New Adult Romance
Standalone

Release Date: September 30, 2022
Genre: Dark New Adult
Duet—Two Parts

After a young woman discovers she is part of a secret society responsible 
for controlling the seven deadly sins, she is thrust into a twisted world 
of dark truths and deceptions, all the while grappling her feelings for 
three young men as they work together to bring down one of the 
society’s ruthless leaders.

DIRTY CRAZY BAD
Siobhan Davis 

ALWAYS A BRIDESMAID, NEVER A PLUS ONE 
Iris Morland

A perpetually single event planner and a man who thinks weddings are 
a waste of time agree to attend weddings as each other’s plus ones, but 
their logical agreement only makes space for true romance to develop.

Release Date: October 11, 2022
Genre: Rom-Com
Standalone
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STOP GHOSTING ME  
Tara Sivec

Over the course of six years, a man and woman who have both sworn 
off romance spend every October together in a Halloween tourist town 
and realize they want something more.

Release Date: October 17, 2022
Genre: Small Town Rom-Com (Halloween Themed)
Standalone

Release Date: November 7, 2022
Genre: YA/New Adult Romance
Standalone

After their mothers spent years scheming to push them together, 
two childhood friends are determined to ensure they never end up 
together—until a kiss changes their minds about each other and 
everything they once knew.

NEVER GONNA HAPPEN
Linda Kage

UNTIL YOU
K. Bromberg

A single father struggling with survivor’s guilt begins to fall for his 
charming but secretive neighbor, whose haunting past poses a dan-
gerous threat to his family and their happily ever after in this friends-to-
lovers, small-town romance.

Release Date: February 23, 2023
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Standalone. Book 1 in The Redemption Series
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FORBIDDEN FRENCH
R.S. Grey

A young woman reunites with her boarding school crush years later in 
an arranged engagement, and despite their desires to defy their wealthy 
families, they have a hard time pretending they don’t want each other.

Release Date: November 10, 2022
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Standalone

Release Date: February 3, 2023
Genre: Contemporary M/M Romance
Standalone

When he relapses after several years of sobriety, a man determined to 
get sober—for good—embarks on a difficult journey as he realizes he is 
falling for his new sponsor—a man who is battling his own addictions—
in this beautiful, heartbreaking forbidden romance.

THE TRAGEDY OF FELIX & JAKE
J. Daniels

NIGHTMARE  
Bella Jewel

When a reporter decides to write an article proving that a notorious biker 
did not commit the murder he served time in prison for, she ends up 
falling for him. But on the way she discovers dark secrets that powerful 
people will go to any lengths to cover up.

Release Date: January 27, 2023
Genre: Dark Romance/Romantic Suspense
Standalone. Book 1 in PRISONERS OF PURGATORY Series.
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J.L. Drake

As a returned soldier struggles with PTSD, his father decides to help 
him by setting up a safe house to aid in recovering hostages from 
Mexican cartels. When the son falls in love, he realizes he may be putting 
himself—as well as the woman he’d do anything for—in danger, but he 
can’t seem to walk away.

Release Date: February 14, 2023
Genre: Romantic Suspense
Standalone. Book 1 in DARK WATERS Series

DIRTY DEAL
Crystal Kaswell
A woman who is willing to do anything to ensure her younger sister 
can go to college accepts a lucrative offer from a wealthy man, who in 
exchange asks her to play the role of his fiancée to placate his ailing 
mother in this sexy, fake-to-forever romance.

Release Date: October 17, 2017
Genre: Contemporary Romance w/ BDSM Elements
Territories Sold/Unavailable: France, Germany, Italy
Standalone. Book 1 in DIRTY RICH series

Release Date: January 27, 2023
Genre: New Adult Romance
Standalone

In this gritty, heart-wrenching story, two childhood friends who survived 
and escaped their abusive homes together find that the love between 
them is real, but that the timing is never right as they battle addiction, 
blackmail, and the pressures of becoming famous.

BEAUTIFULLY SCARRED
P. Rayne 
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HOLIDAY STORIES

SINGLE AND READY TO JINGLE
Piper Rayne

A Christmas-loving young woman decides to change her brother’s 
grumpy best friend’s mind about the season when she is hired to work 
on an event for his boss. Their sexual tension only grows as they spend 
more and more time together. Soon, it’s impossible to deny that they’re 
falling for each other, but each has baggage from past relationships 
they must work through in order to be together. 

Release Date: November 14, 2022
Genre: Holiday Romance

Release Date: December 2, 2022
Genre: Holiday Novella - New Adult

A short holiday romance where two childhood best friends, who, after a 
brutal fallout at their resort dedicted to all things romance, manage to 
find their way back to one another. 

NOT SO MERRY MEMORIES
Meagan Brandy

FEVER SPELL 
Meredith Wild

Three different women struggling with their love lives find connections 
with alluring men during the holidays in this steamy short story 
collection. 

Release Date: November 18, 2022
Genre: Holiday Romance
Short Story Collection
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HOLIDAY STORIES

ONCE UPON A SEXY SCROOGE 
Ella Frank & Brooke Blaine

When a cold businessman finds himself stranded in a small, idyllic town 
for the holidays, the local Christmas tree farm owner doesn’t intend to let 
him leave without understanding the true meaning of Christmas spirit. 
The more time they spend together, the more they prove that opposites 
attract. The businessman will have to make up his mind about whether 
or not high-pressure city life is worth giving up the man he loves.

Release Date: November 20, 2022
Genre: Holiday Novella - M/M Romance
Territories Sold: Italy

Release Date: November 20, 2022
Genre: Holiday Novella - Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Ukraine

A woman develops a connection with a mysterious pen pal, only to find 
herself reuniting with her ex upon her return to her hometown. While 
they are bitter at first, they can’t deny there’s definitely still something 
between them. As he helps her with a project and her feelings return, 
she wonders—is there something worth pursuing with her pen pal, or 
should she give her ex a second chance?

RESTING SCROOGE FACE
Meghan Quinn
Published by Amazon Publishing/Montlake

Release Date: December 16, 2022
Genre: Holiday Novella - Contemporary Romance

A fun battle of wits between a hockey player who hates Christmas and 
a community outreach manager determined to get him on board with 
the holiday spirit, as they both try to get the other to change their views 
through a series of Secret Santa gifts. 

SECRET SANTA FACE OFF
Victoria Denault
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In this series of loosely interconnected standalones, four women working for gruff men 
discover their surprisingly soft sides as romance blooms between these workers and 
their bosses.

BOSSY SEATTLE SUITS Series
Nicole Snow

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, 

BOOKS IN SERIES:
ONE BOSSY PROPOSAL, ONE BOSSY DARE, ONE BOSSY DATE, 
ONE BOSSY OFFER (New Release)

COASTAL CHRONICLES Series
K.A. Linde

BOOKS IN SERIES:
HOLD THE FOREVERS, AT FIRST HATE, SECOND TO NONE, WAIT FOR ALWAYS (New Release)

In this angsty, emotional series of missed connections and second chances, the story of 
four couples unfolds in dual timelines as they overcome their past romantic history to be 
together when they reconnect as adults.

Genre: Contemporary Romance

KNIGHTS & DRAGONS Series
Chantal Fernando

Three MCs—the Knights of Fury and the Wind Dragons—will come together and join 
forces in this sexy series about rectifying the mistakes of the past, finding your forever 
family, and falling in love in the least expected ways.

Published by Carina Press
Genre: Contemporary Romance

BOOKS IN SERIES:
DECKER’S DILEMMA, RHETT REDEEMED, ANSWERING ATLAS (New Release)

ROSE CANYON Series
Corinne Michaels

In this series of emotional standalone romances, three different women recover from 
their pasts and build their futures with the help of strong heroes in the small town of 
Rose Canyon.

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Hungary, Poland, Portugal

BOOKS IN SERIES:
HELP ME REMEMBER, GIVE ME LOVE, KEEP THIS PROMISE (New Release)
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College is already complicated enough, but when these football players unexpectedly 
become single fathers, they take all the help they can get from the women in their lives 
and create their own families, but not before a little drama threatens to wreak havoc upon 
them.

VARSITY DADS Series
Lex Martin

Genre: New Adult
Territories Sold: France, Italy

THE GREENE FAMILY Series
Piper Rayne 

BOOKS IN SERIES
MY BEAUTIFUL NEIGHBOR, MY ALMOST EX, MY VEGAS GROOM, MY SISTER’S FLIRTY FRIEND, MY 
UNEXPECTED SURPRISE, MY FAMOUS FRENEMY, MY SCORNED BEST FRIEND, MY FAKE FIANCE, 
MY BROTHER’S FORBIDDEN FRIEND (New Release)

Set in the small town of Sunrise Bay, Alaska, readers will meet and follow the love stories 
of each sibling in the big, blended Greene family.

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Germany, Netherlands

LOVE IN ISOLATION Series 
Kennedy Fox

Forced proximity has couples coming together in this small-town feel good series. 

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Unavailable: Italy, Germany 
Territories Sold: Poland

BOOKS IN SERIES:
THE TWO OF US, THE BEST OF US, THE END OF US, THE HEART OF US, THE FALL OF US, THE JOY 
OF US (New Release)

BOOKS IN SERIES
THE VARSITY DAD DILEMMA, TIGHT ENDS & TIARAS, THE BABY BLITZ (New Release)

VANCOUVER AGITATORS Series
Meghan Quinn

A laugh out loud romantic comedy series about professional hockey players and their 
messy love lives.

Genre: Contemporary Romance

BOOKS IN SERIES:
KISS AND DON’T TELL, THOSE THREE LITTLE WORDS, RIGHT MAN, RIGHT TIME (New Release)
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Welcome to Ocean Pines, a sweet coastal small town where everyone knows each other—
and their business. One of its main residential families is the Hawkins siblings, who often 
find themselves at the center of attention for their family’s frequented restaurant, as well 
as the drama and gossip surrounding their personal lives. 

OCEAN PINES Series
Victoria Denault

Genre: Small Town Contemporary Romance

BOOKS IN SERIES:
THE FALL WE FELL, THE WINTER WE COLLIDED, THE SPRING WE IGNITED, THE SUMMER WE 
SURRENDERED (New Release)

REDEMPTION HILLS Series
A.L. Jackson

BOOKS IN SERIES:
GIVE ME A REASON, SAY IT’S FOREVER, NEVER LOOK BACK,
PROMISE ME ALWAYS (New Release)

In the small town of Redemption Hills, a group of brothers start fresh after breaking free 
from their dangerous father and his MC. As each man finds love and finally feels as if he 
can have a normal life, trouble arises and the ghosts of their past threaten to destroy 
everything they’ve worked for and towards.

Genre: Contemporary Romance 
Territories Sold: Hungary

ROYALS OF KINGWOOD ACADEMY Series
Tessa Hale

A young woman discovers she is not as human as she once believed and is sent away to 
a special school where she will not only learn the strength of her abilities, but she will also 
meet a group of boys whom she is destined to join in order to unite all four elemental 
kingdoms.

Genre: Supernatural Reverse Harem Romance
Territories Sold: France
BOOKS IN SERIES:
THE LOST ELEMENTAL, THE LAST AETHER, THE QUEEN OF QUINTESSENCE (New Release)

CANE BROTHERS SERIES
Meghan Quinn

Although they couldn’t be more different, these broody brothers unexpectedly find their 
perfect match in the sweet and quirky women that come crashing into their lives in this 
charming bestselling series.

Published in UK by Michael Joseph
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Israel, Italy, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Spain, Turkey
BOOKS IN SERIES:
A NOT SO MEET CUTE, SO NOT MEANT TO BE, A LONG TIME COMING (New Release)
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A gritty, contemporary re-imagining of the Wizard of Oz, where feisty heroines fall 
for their anti-heroes, villains are disguised, and all bets are off.  In a series of dark 
standalones, couples find their way through the hurts they’ve inflicted on each other 
– and aren’t afraid of what’s standing in their path. 

WICKED WEST REJECTS Series
Cora Brent

Genre: New Adult/Contemporary Romance

SOUTHERN SLEUTH Series
Harper Lin

BOOKS IN SERIES:
LOVE AND MURDER IN SAVANNAH, SCANDALS IN SAVANNAH, SECRETS IN SAVANNAH, LIES IN 
SAVANNAH, STRANGERS IN SAVANNAH (New Release)

A carefree Southern debutante uses an uncanny ability to speak to the dead to solve 
murders both mundane and paranormal, set against the backdrop of speakeasies and 
flappers in 1922 Savannah, Georgia. 

DEVIL Series
Elizabeth O’Roark

Heavy on banter, chemistry, and steam, in setups ranging from the workplace to fake 
marriages, this series of standalones follows different couples in their own enemies-
to-lovers romances.

Genre: Contemporary Romance 
Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Israel, Italy, Poland, Serbia, 
Slovakia, Spain, Turkey 

BOOKS IN SERIES:
A DEAL WITH THE DEVIL, THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP BLUE SEA, 
THE DEVIL YOU KNOW, THE DEVIL GETS HIS DUE (New Release)

BLOOD OF ZEUS Series
Meredith Wild & Angel Payne

A series that is the perfect combination of Gabriel’s Inferno and A Discovery of 
Witches, follows two unlikely, not-completely-human people who fall in love, while 
an ancient grudge stands in their way of happiness.

Genre: Romantasy
Territories Sold: Bulgaria, Germany, Poland
Territories Unavailable: France

BOOKS IN SERIES:
BLOOD OF ZEUS, HEART OF FIRE, FATE OF STORMS, BRIDGE OF SOULS (New Release)

BOOKS IN SERIES:
HATEFUL, BRAVE (New Release)

Genre: Cozy Mystery
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A sports romance rom-com series about the love lives of the NHL’s Carolina Comets.

CAROLINA COMETS Series
Teagan Hunter

Genre: Contemporary Sports Romance
Territories Sold: Germany, Slovakia

BOOKS IN SERIES:
PUCK SHY, BLIND PASS, ONE-TIMER, SIN BIN, SCORING CHANCE, GLOVE SAVE (New Release)

PAINTED SOULS Series
Rob Samborn

BOOKS IN SERIES:
PAINTER OF SOULS, PAINTER OF THE DAMNED (New Release)

While on vacation in Italy, a man hears the voice of a woman trapped in a painting 
who claims they were soulmates in a past life, unraveling a slew of dark secrets and 
dangerous societies in this thrilling, thought-provoking debut series.

Genre: Speculative Thriller
Continuing Series. Must Be Read Together

SOUTHERN WEDDING Series
Natasha Madison

This southern small town’s recent weddings are the main source of gossip when 
scandalous confessions and secrets are ultimately revealed, leaving each couple 
wondering if they’re truly ready to walk down the aisle—or if they’re meant for 
someone else.

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Poland

BOOKS IN SERIES:
MINE TO HAVE, MINE TO HOLD, MINE TO CHERISH, MINE TO LOVE (New Release)

MANHATTAN NIGHTS Series
Natalie Wrye
The Manhattan Nights Series takes place in the urban jungle of Manhattan and follows a 
group of friends as they navigate life—and love—amidst the bright lights and unforgiving 
streets of New York City. Each installment can be read as a standalone and incorporates 
elements of danger and intrigue.

Genre: Contemporary Romance 

BOOKS IN SERIES:
THE VOW, THE BET, THE DEAL, THE KISS, THE NOTE, THE LIE, THE DEBT, THE CON (New Release)
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The Suttons are a fun, loving, and rambunctious family that owns a successful gambling 
hall together. While they’ll always have each other’s backs, each sibling will fall in love, 
discover adventure, and even find a bit of danger as they work their way towards their 
individual happy endings.

THE SINFUL SUTTONS Series
Scarlett Scott

Genre: Historical Romance (Regency)

BOOKS IN SERIES:
SUTTON’S SPINSTER, SUTTON’S SINS, SUTTON’S SURRENDER, SUTTON’S SEDUCTION, SUT-
TON’S SCOUNDREL, SUTTON’S SCANDAL, SUTTON’S SECRETS (New Release)

DARK BROTHERS Trilogy
Bella Jewel

After she is kidnapped and used as leverage to lure her dangerous father out of hiding, 
a young woman finds herself unexpectedly falling for her captor—a gang leader—who 
finds himself wanting to change his ways for her in this emotional, action-packed dark 
romance.
Genre: Dark Romance

BOOKS IN SERIES:
DARK POISON, DARK DESIRE, DARK ENDINGS (New Release)

When their best friend dies leaving them money, four friends buy an apartment building 
in New York and it’s through this that each one falls in love with an unlikely woman in this 
fun, sexy contemporary romance series.

THE LAWS OF OPPOSITES ATTRACT Series
Vi Keeland & Penelope Ward

Genre: Contemporary Romance
Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Poland

BOOKS IN SERIES:
THE RULES OF DATING, THE RULES OF DATING MY BEST FRIEND’S SISTER (Upcoming New 
Release)

FANTASY/PARANORMAL/SCI-FI CATALOG
CLICK HERE TO VIEW OR SCAN QR CODE

https://www.dropbox.com/s/49i8xufmwn3zwhm/BROWER%20LITERARY%20LONDON%202023%20FANTASY-PARANORMAL%20CATALOG.pdf?dl=0
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NEW ADULT

TWISTED LOVE (Twisted #1) by Ana Huang: A 
college student who has always been curious 
about her brother’s closed-off best friend breaks 
down his icy, hardened exterior when they be-
come next-door neighbors and learn more 
about their troubled pasts. Published by Bloom 
Books (US). Territories Sold: Albania, Brazil, 
UK/BC, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, 
Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine

IF WE EVER MEET AGAIN (If Love #1) by Ana 
Huang: After falling in love during their semes-
ter abroad, a lie ultimately tears a couple apart, 
only for fate to bring them back together for 
their much-deserved happily ever after in this 
second chance romance. Territories Sold: UK/BC, 
Denmark, Germany, Finland, Norway, Sweden

STRAYS by Cora Brent: After accepting re-
sponsibility of his young son, a reformed crim-
inal does all he can to right the wrongs of his 
past and moves closer to his estranged family, 
only to learn he must share his new apartment 
with a privileged grad student in this emo-
tional opposites-attract, anti-hero romance.

DROWNING IN STARS (Stars #1) by Debra 
Anastasia: After being forced to leave his car-
ing foster family, a young man is reunited with 
his neighbor—the girl he fell in love with as a 
child—when he moves back in with his abusive 
father. Territories Sold: France, Germany, Russia

THEY THE PRETTY STARS (Court High #1) by 
Eden O’Neill: When her older sister mysterious-
ly disappears, a young woman drops everything 
to move across the country to try and find her 
with the help of an unlikely ally—the seeming-
ly cruel king of her school—who happened to 
be her sister’s best friend. Territories Sold: Brazil

WAKING OLIVIA by Elizabeth O’Roark: A forbidden 
romance about a college student and her young 
coach who falls for her while trying to help her over-
come the inner demons she’s running from. Terri-
tories Sold: France, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland

THE CHASE (Briar U #1) by Elle Kennedy: An op-
posites-attract romance about a college athlete 
who lets himself finally admit his feelings for the 
bold, beautiful girl who just moved into his house, 
only to find out his other roommate has a crush 
on her. Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Croatia, 

Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Is-
rael, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, 
Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey

PAPER PRINCESS (The Royals #1) by Erin 
Watt: A young woman discovers the twist-
ed truths of her family’s past as she falls in love 
with the son of a family friend in a dramatic se-
ries full of angst, love and lust. To be published 
by Berkley. Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, 
Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Nether-
lands, Poland, Romania, Russia, Spain, Turkey

CLIPPED WINGS (Clipped Wings #1) by Hele-
na Hunting: A young woman who just lost her 
entire family escapes to a new city where she 
finds solace in the tattoo shop across the street 
and falls in love with a man who has his own 
past demons to contend with. Published by 
Gallery Books Territories Sold: Brazil, Germany

LITTLE LIES (Lies, Hearts & Truths #1) by Helena 
Hunting (as H. Hunting): A friends-to-enemies-
to-lovers New Adult romance about two college 
students who were co-dependent on one anoth-
er when they were little but realize that as much 
as they now hate one another, they love each 
other more. Territories Sold: Germany, Romania
 
I DARE YOU (Waylon University #1) by Ilsa 
Madden-Mills: A good girl who swore off 
dating athletes after being burned by her 
ex finds herself falling for the bad boy foot-
ball player with a heart of gold. Territories 
Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic, France, Ger-
many, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Russia

BOYFRIEND BARGAIN (Hawthorne Univer-
sity #1) by Ilsa Madden-Mills: A quirky college 
student begins a faux relationship with her col-
lege’s top hockey player—who has been bat-
tling his own demons—for their mutual benefit, 
only for the two to question if there’s some-
thing more in this fake-to-forever romance. 
Territories Sold: Hungary, Israel, Slovenia

ADDICTED TO YOU (Addicted #1) by Kris-
ta & Becca Ritchie: Three sisters from a 
well-known family unwittingly achieve ce-
lebrity status putting their love lives and per-
sonal struggles on display for the world to 
judge. Published by Berkley.  Territories Sold: 
Brazil, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Ita-
ly, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Turkey
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PRETTY RECKLESS (All Saints High #1) by L.J. 
Shen: Things get messy when the star quarter-
back of a rival high school moves into the house 
of the most popular girl at All Saints High in this 
enemies-to-lovers forbidden romance. 
Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, 
Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Slovenia, 
Spain, Ukraine

VICIOUS (Sinners of Saint #1) by L.J. Shen: A 
hate-to-love Cinderella story about a powerful, 
wealthy man who, growing up, made life un-
bearable for the girl he loved and will now go to 
any lengths to make it up to her—and to earn 
her love.  Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Croa-
tia, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hunga-
ry, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, 
Russia, Serbia, Slovenia, Spain

PRICE OF A KISS (Forbidden Men #1) by Linda 
Kage: A college romance where a co-ed falls in 
love with a handsome young man who serves as 
the local male escort to the rich women in town. 
Territories Sold: France, Hungary, Italy, Nether-
lands/Belgium, Poland, Slovakia

DIRTY CURVE by Meagan Brandy: A college 
baseball player at risk of losing his chance to go 
professional must accept tutoring sessions from 
the sweet but guarded student with a dirty se-
cret that could upend both of their futures.

BRAYSHAW HIGH SERIES by Meagan Brandy: 
An addictive series where a high school senior 
transfers to a school ruled by three boys, be-
comes a part of their group, and falls for one of 
them. Territories Sold: France, Germany, Hunga-
ry, Israel, Italy, Poland, Russia, Slovenia

DARLING VENOM by Parker S. Huntington: In 
this story about forgiveness, second chances, and 
true love, a young woman who has endured a life-
time of hardships and trauma finds herself falling 
for her late boyfriend’s older brother when fate 
brings them together years later. Territories Sold: 
Israel, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, Turkey

LET’S GET TEXTUAL (Text #1) by Teagan Hunter: 
A whirlwind romance between two total strangers 
turns into forever when they discover that their 
chemistry over text is better in person. Territories 
Sold: Brazil, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, 
Romania, Slovakia

FALLEN CREST HIGH (Fallen Crest #1) by Tijan: 
A young woman’s life changes when her mother 
upends them into a new home, where she meets 
two notoriously popular boys—and falls in love 

with one of them. Territories Sold: France, Hunga-
ry, Italy, Netherlands, Poland

DARK ROMANCE & 
ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

RAW (Raw #1) by Belle Aurora: A gritty story 
about two women who find themselves in the 
crosshairs of danger while the men they love 
do all they can to protect them. Territories Sold: 
France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Po-
land

DIRTY WICKED PRINCE (Court Legacy #1) by 
Eden O’Neill : Upon her first day at a prestigious 
new school, instead of succumbing to bullying, 
a young woman engages the school’s leader in 
a cruel game of tricks and deceptions, only for 
a series of dark secrets to threaten to tear apart 
the relationship they’ve built. Territories Sold: 
Brazil 

BRUTAL HEIR (Court University #1) by Eden 
O’Neill: Years after a turbulent separation, two col-
lege students who knew each other as children 
are unexpectedly reunited at a party where they 
both witness a tragic and traumatic event that will 
bind them forever. Territories Sold: Brazil, Russia

FORBIDDEN MAFIA PRINCE and SINFUL MA-
FIA PRINCE (Malavagio Duet) by Ella Frank & 
Brooke Blaine: A medical student’s life is forever 
changed when he learns the truth about his bi-
ological family—and their mob affiliation—when 
he is kidnapped and held captive by their rival 
family’s ruthless son. 

KING OF CORIUM (Corium University #1) by J.L. 
Beck & C. Hallman: In order to further prepare 
himself for his future, the next heir to a dangerous 
mob family enrolls in a prestigious, exclusive uni-
versity for the children of criminals where he meets 
the daughter of a former soldier who betrayed the 
family in this dark, enemies-to-lovers romance. 
Territories Sold: Israel, Italy, Poland

QUIET WEALTH (Quiet Mafia #1) by J.L. Drake: 
A woman is reunited with her first love ten years 
after their separation when she discovers his 
family’s criminal history and that she herself is 
the heir to a rival family that wants to take him 
down. Territories Sold: France

VIOLENT DELIGHTS (Violent #1) by Linnea 
May: In a case of mistaken identity, a woman is 
taken “hostage” by a billionaire with dark tastes, 
who hired an anonymous, upscale escort to ful-
fill a fantasy and ends up falling in love with her
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“captor” in this dark, erotic BDSM romance. Ter-
ritories Sold: Slovakia 

CRUEL SAINT (Vicious Empire #1) by Luna 
Kayne: Years after letting the only girl he’s ever 
loved go due to his family’s dangerous ties, a 
man is reunited with her when the two work 
together to discover her brother—his old best 
friend’s—murderer.

BAD SAINT (All the Pretty Things #1) by Monica 
James: A suspenseful series that follows a wom-
an who finds herself drawn into a powerful mob, 
first as its prisoner, then as the one person who 
can save its boss—all as she falls for a mysterious 
mobster. Territories Sold: Poland

THY KINGDOM COME (Deliver Us from Evil 
#1) by Monica James: A young man intent on 
avenging his mother’s murder and delivering 
the same fate to his family’s rivals will soon dis-
cover that your enemies are always closer than 
they may appear. Territories Sold: Brazil, France, 
Poland

REIGN OF A KING (Kingdom Duet #1) by Rina 
Kent: As a woman attempts to save her business, 
she finds herself in a six-month arrangement with 
her former brother-in-law in exchange for his 
stake in her company—and the truth about her 
sister’s death. Territories Sold: Brazil, Italy, Slova-
kia. 

DEVIANT KING (Royal Elite #1) by Rina Kent: 
In this gritty, twisted romance, a young woman 
learns the dark, shocking truths behind her fam-
ily’s history when she begins a relationship with 
an unlikely boy. Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Re-
public, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Roma-
nia, Russia

EMPIRE OF DESIRE (Empire #1) by Rina Kent: 
A young woman, who has spent years crushing 
on a man who always ignored her, enters a mar-
riage-of-convenience with him when her father 
falls into a coma in order to secure his assets. 
Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, , Italy, Romania, 
Russia, Serbia

GOTHIKANA by RuNyx: As a new student be-
gins a fiery, emotional relationship with her 
enigmatic professor, she begins to hear trou-
bling voices in her head and learns about the 
dark legends of her prestigious, yet mysterious 
university. Published by Solaris (UK/BC)
Territories Sold: Brazil, France, Italy, Poland, 
Russia, Turkey

THE PREDATOR (Dark Verse #1) by RuNyx: Al-
though destined to be enemies from the start, 
the daughter of a powerful mob boss teams 
up—and falls in love—with a made man from 
her family’s rivals to not only retrieve a danger-
ous digital code, but to take down the group 
of traffickers who kidnapped his sister almost 
twenty years ago. Territories Sold: Brazil, Po-
land, Russia, Slovakia, Turkey 

VENGEANCE OF A MAFIA QUEEN by Siobhan 
Davis: An influential female mob boss agrees to 
an arranged marriage to create an even stron-
ger alliance with another family, only to discov-
er her new husband is the man she hooked up 
with years ago and hasn’t been able to forget.
Territories Sold: Netherlands

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

KISS THE STARS (Falling Stars #1) by A.L. Jack-
son: An emotional and exciting story about a man 
who’s haunted by tragedy and the resilient single 
mother who gives him hope for second chanc-
es—so long as his past doesn’t catch up to them 
first. Territories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Hungary, 
Italy, Poland

RELEASE by Aly Martinez: An emotional friends-
to-lovers romance about a young couple who 
slowly find their way back to each other years af-
ter a traumatic incident that tore them apart. Ter-
ritories Sold: France, Hungary, Italy, Poland

THE TRUTH Duet by Aly Martinez: A man on 
the hunt for revenge after his wife is murdered is 
drawn to a woman caught in a bad situation with 
no way out, but their lives are more connected 
than she could have ever imagined. Territories 
Sold: Brazil, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Japan, 
Poland

WHEN THE WALLS COME DOWN by Aly Mar-
tinez & M. Mabie: A sexy, feel-good workplace 
romance about a divorced man who finally finds 
a new lease on life when his vivacious weekend 
fling turns out to be the person slotted to take 
his coveted job. Territories Sold: Brazil, France, 
Italy

PAINTING THE LINES (Ace of Hearts #1) by 
Ashley R. King: A struggling writer finds inspira-
tion for her new book in a cocky and ambitious 
tennis player, not expecting to fall in love with 
him along the way in this enemies-to-lovers ro-
mance. Published by City Owl Press. Territories 
Sold: Italy
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him along the way in this enemies-to-lovers ro-
mance. Published by City Owl Press. Territories 
Sold: Italy

CAMP NERD (Walker Hills #1) by Bella Jewel: 
When an orchestra member attends a month-
long retreat hosted by a group of sexy cowboys, 
she is immediately drawn to the owner, who 
helps her investigate her friend’s mysterious 
death.

DON’T KISS THE BRIDE by Carian Cole: A 
young woman agrees to enter into a platonic 
marriage of convenience with an older man in 
order to have access to healthcare, only to re-
alize their marriage might not be so fake after 
all in an angst-ridden age gap romance. Territo-
ries Sold: Brazil, Germany, Israel, Italy, Poland, 
Russia, Turkey

TORN (All Torn Up #1) by Carian Cole: A slow-
burn, forbidden romance that explores the taboo 
of a grown man being pursued by—and falling 
in love with—his best friend’s eighteen-year-old 
daughter. To be published by Forever/Hachette.  
Territories Sold: France, Germany, Israel, Italy, 
Poland
 
DRAGON’S LAIR (Wind Dragons #1) by Chan-
tal Fernando: After a one night stand with her 
ex-boyfriend’s brother, a young woman ends up 
pregnant – little does she know that her baby’s fa-
ther is a member of the Wind Dragons MC. Pub-
lished by Gallery Books. Territories Sold: France, 
Germany, Italy, Poland
 
FLAME (Men of Inked: Heatwave #1) by Chelle 
Bliss: Two people with a past are reunited, but 
find themselves caught in the crosshairs of dan-
ger as they work towards their happy ending. 

BROKEN SPARROW (Open Road #1) by Chelle 
Bliss: A single mother on the run from her abu-
sive ex finds solace, safety, and most of all true 
love in the vice president of a motorcycle club 
who vows to protect her and her young daugh-
ter.

YOU LOVED ME ONCE by Corinne Michaels: A 
doctor must make important moral and ethical 
decisions when she is asked to treat her first love’s 
wife in a heartbreakingly emotional story. Territo-
ries Sold: Brazil, France, Hungary, Poland

COME BACK FOR ME (Arrowood Brothers #1) by 
Corinne Michaels: After returning to his home-
town to carry out his deceased father’s last wish, a 
young man reunites with—and saves—the wom-
an he left behind years ago. Territories Sold: Bra-

zil, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Poland. Territories 
Unavailable: France

BROKEN BEAST (Pierce Family #1) by Crystal 
Kaswell: A man intent on avenging his broth-
er’s death proposes a marriage-of-convenience 
with the object of his enemy’s desire and genu-
inely falls in love with her, only for her to discover 
his deception and the truth behind his motives. 
Territories Unavailable: France, Germany, Italy

I LOVE YOU, I HATE YOU by Elizabeth Davis: Two 
lawyers on opposing sides of a case find them-
selves in bed together, only to realize that they are 
falling for each other as their alter egos on Twitter. 
Published by Headline Eternal UK. Territories 
Sold: France, Poland

THE PLAYER NEXT DOOR by Elizabeth Da-
vis: When a commitment-only woman is chal-
lenged by her co-worker to engage in a one-
night stand, she finds an unlikely friendship and 
alliance in her next-door neighbor, who needs a 
fake girlfriend to prove he’s mature to his boss in 
this sexy, opposites attract romance. Published 
by Headline  Eternal UK.

HEARTBREAKER (Out of Uniform #1) by Elle 
Kennedy: The story of a sexy SEAL and the 
sassy heroine who’s determined to seduce him. 
A scorching hot read with plenty of humor and 
heart. Territories Sold: Netherlands

ONE NIGHT OF SIN (After Hours #1) by Elle Ken-
nedy: A good girl gives in to her desires with a 
bad boy in a sex-only relationship, but both realize 
they want more. Published by Entangled Pub-
lishing. Territories Sold: Czech Republic, Den-
mark, Netherlands

GOOD BOY (WAGs #1) by Elle Kennedy & Sa-
rina Bowen: As a woman plans her brother’s 
wedding—all while trying to prove her worth 
to their parents—she finds herself starting up 
a friends-with-benefits arrangement with her 
brother’s best friend, the charming yet noncom-
mittal man she previously had a one-night stand 
with, only to end up falling in love with him. 
Territories Sold: Denmark, France, Hungary, Isra-
el, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Taiwan

HIT OR MISS (Love in Apartment 3B #1) by Ever-
ly Ashton: Two people who were initially hesitant 
to begin a relationship due to their age gap finally 
commit until the woman he’s been trying to leave 
in the past— who insists on being part of his fu-
ture—comes back into the picture.
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LOVE NEXT DOOR (Lakeside #1): After reluctant-
ly returning to her hometown, a woman must 
come to terms with the direction her life is going 
while trying not to fall in love with her new neigh-
bor. Published by Amazon Publishing/Mont-
lake. Territories Sold: Bulgaria, Germany

SHACKING UP (Shacking Up #1) by Helena 
Hunting: An unemployed woman takes a job as 
a pet-sitter from the man who contributed to her 
career troubles in this charming, yet sexy, roman-
tic comedy. Published by St. Martin’s Press. Ter-
ritories Sold: France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, 
Korea

INTERNSHIP WITH THE DEVIL (Shut Up and Kiss 
Me #1) by Jacqueline Snowe: A hard-working 
college student finds herself falling for her strict, 
older boss as they slowly break down each other’s 
walls over the course of her internship. Published 
by City Owl Press. 
 
LAST RESORT (S.I.N #1) by K. Bromberg: After a 
one-night stand, two people who believed they’d 
never see the other again are not only reunit-
ed, but learn that they will be working togeth-
er to save a failing resort. Territories Sold: Brazil, 
France, Romania, Poland, Spain

DRIVEN (Driven #1) by K. Bromberg: In the vein 
of FIFTY SHADES OF GREY and CROSSFIRE se-
ries, enter a troubled hero and the one woman 
who can pull him out of the darkness. NYT, WSJ, 
& USA Today Bestseller. Territories Sold: Brazil, 
France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Po-
land, Romania, Spain

HARD TO HANDLE (Play Hard #1) by K. Brom-
berg: A hard-working woman must win over and 
sign her hockey player ex-fling in order to save her 
family’s business in this angsty second-chance 
sports romance. USA Today Bestseller. Territo-
ries Sold: France, Poland

CRUEL TRUTH (Upper East Side #1) by K.A. 
Linde: A successful young woman gets the sur-
prise of a lifetime when her ex-boyfriend be-
comes her newest co-worker in this angst-filled 
second chance romance.
 
WICKED RULE (Heartless Kingdom #1) by K.I. 
Lynn: A young woman who suffered years of 
abuse and poverty finds herself thrust into a 
world of safety and security when she agrees to 
marry her former fling in this captivating, angsty 
fake-to-forever romance. Territories Sold: France, 
Germany, Spain

THE EXECUTIVE by K.I. Lynn: A woman falls for 

her brand-new boss, a high-powered CEO with a 
hidden agenda for her that’s steeped in passion 
and revenge. Territories Sold: Germany, Serbia, 
Spain
 
KEEPING YOU AWAY/NEEDING YOU CLOSE 
(Lawton Ridge Duet #1 and #2) by Kennedy 
Fox: An angsty, slow-burn reunion romance be-
tween a man recently released from prison after 
serving time for crimes he didn’t commit and the 
only woman he’s ever loved who’s now engaged 
to someone else. 

DEAR ENEMY by Kristen Callihan: An ene-
mies-to-lovers romance about childhood nem-
eses who find themselves working together and 
realize that maybe they never hated each other 
as much as they once thought. Published by 
Amazon Publishing. Territories Sold: Czech Re-
public, Denmark, Germany, Israel, Poland, Rus-
sia, Turkey.

BEAUTIFUL GRAVES by L.J. Shen: A romantic 
tale about first loves, loss, and second chances. 
A woman re-discovers her zest for life when she 
begins dating a charismatic man who is her 
complete opposite, only to be reunited with 
the boy she fell in love with as a teenager in this 
angst-ridden love triangle. Published by Ama-
zon Publishing/Montlake. Territories Sold: Bul-
garia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, It-
aly, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovenia, Spain

THE DEVIL WEARS BLACK by L.J. Shen: A hate-
to-love, second chance romance about a wed-
ding dress designer who agrees to pose as her 
ex-boyfriend’s fiancée for the sake of his dying 
father, only to fall in love with him all over again. 
Published by Amazon Publishing/Montlake. 
Territories Sold: Czech Republic, France, Ger-
many, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Serbia, Spain

THROTTLED (Dirty Air #1) by Lauren Asher: A 
race car driver with a jaded past finds himself 
falling for the sister of his long-term rival in this 
forbidden romance. Territories Sold: Italy, Poland, 
Slovakia, Turkey 

THE CATCH (Summer Nights #1) by Lauren H. 
Mae: After swearing off relationships, a woman 
tries to deny her budding chemistry with the 
handsome stranger she meets on vacation and 
becomes determined to prove that he’s too good 
to be true but realizes he just might be the one 
for her after all.

SHAMELESS (Texas Nights #1) by Lex Martin: A 
perpetual bachelor gets custody of his niece after 
his brother dies, then falls in love with the baby’s 
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temporary caretaker. 
Territories Sold: Germany, Israel, Italy

BILLION DOLLAR CHANCE (Billion Dollar Pact 
#1) by Linnea May: A billionaire who hasn’t recov-
ered from the heartbreak of his college relation-
ship finds himself reunited with her years later 
when their careers bring them back together in 
this second chance romance. 

THE LOCKER ROOM (Brentwood #1) by 
Meghan Quinn: A sweet and steamy second 
chance romance about a star athlete and the 
sassy girl he can’t resist—or forget. Territories 
Sold: Brazil, Italy, Netherlands

THE SECRET TO DATING YOUR BEST FRIEND’S 
SISTER (Bromance Club #1) by Meghan Quinn: 
A man who’s been in love with his best friend’s 
little sister for a decade decides to participate 
in her dating program in order to show her that 
they’re meant to be together. Territories Sold: 
Brazil, Czech Republic, Germany, Netherlands

ON MY KNEES (Bridge #1) by Meredith Wild: 
A second chance romance about a couple who 
must face their past before they can rekindle the 
love they thought was lost. Territories Sold: Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, It-
aly, Netherlands, Poland  

TRAVIS by Mia Sheridan: A young man who 
swore off relationships after being cheated on 
finds himself falling for the sweet young woman 
temporarily in town for the summer. Published 
by Bloom Books (US). Territories Sold: Brazil, 
Czech Republic, France, Greece, Spain

KYLAND by Mia Sheridan: Two people who 
meet as teens competing for a scholarship in a 
poor town, find themselves reunited as adults 
years later and forced to confront their unre-
solved feelings for one another. Published by 
Bloom Books (US).  Territories Sold: Brazil, 
Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Japan, Poland, 
Spain, Slovenia

GRAYSON’S VOW by Mia Sheridan: Two un-
likely matches find themselves in a marriage of 
convenience, and end up unexpectedly falling 
in love with one another.  Published by Bloom 
Books (US).  Territories Sold: Czech Republic, 
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Roma-
nia, Spain, Slovenia

THE PLAY (Chicago Nights #1) by Natalie Wrye: 
A forbidden enemies-to-lovers romance unfolds 
between an ambitious lawyer and crisis manag-

er who falls for her latest client, a professional 
baseball player whose public image takes a hit 
when a woman from his past reveals he has a 
secret daughter.

HATING THE BOSS (Hating Him #1) by Natalie 
Wrye: A sexy office romance about a ruthless ex-
ecutive who buys a woman’s independent pub-
lishing press and turns out to be none other than 
the man who broke her heart years before. 

SOMETHING SO RIGHT (Something So #1) by 
Natasha Madison: A single mom rebuilding her 
life after a devastating divorce catches the eye 
of one of her clients—hockey’s alpha golden boy. 
Territories Sold: France, Germany, Italy, Nether-
lands, Spain

TEMPT THE BOSS (Tempt #1) by Natasha Mad-
ison: An enemies-to-lovers workplace romance 
about a newly divorced single mom who finds 
that the line between loving and hating her 
hot-but-insufferable boss is very thin indeed.  Ter-
ritories Sold: Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Spain

OFFICE GRUMP (Bad Chicago Bosses #1) by Ni-
cole Snow: An arrogant billionaire CEO battles 
his growing feelings for his new assistant as he 
shoulders the responsibility of taking care of his 
teenage half-brother. Territories Sold: Brazil, Ger-
many, Netherlands, Poland

NO PERFECT HERO (Heroes of Heart’s Edge #1) 
by Nicole Snow: An enemies-to-lovers romance 
about a woman who finds a new beginning in 
a small town full of deadly secrets and the man 
with whom she wants to spend forever—if she 
can make it there. Territories Sold: Brazil, France, 
Germany, Hungary, Poland

ACCIDENTAL HERO (Marriage Mistakes #1) by 
Nicole Snow: A single dad finds himself acciden-
tally fake-engaged after trying to save his daugh-
ter’s teacher from an awkward encounter, but 
when they’re forced to work together to solve a 
mystery, they realize their chemistry is meant for 
forever. Territories Sold: France, Germany, Italy

DEVIOUS LIES by Parker S. Huntington: A man 
looking to claim vengeance against the notori-
ously wealthy family of the girl he grew up with 
finds himself falling for her when they are re-
united years later, only for her dark family se-
crets to come between them in this slow-burn, 
enemies-to-lovers romance. Territories Sold: 
Brazil, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Russia
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ASHER BLACK (Five Syndicates #1) by Park-
er S. Huntington: In order to survive, a young 
woman finds herself engaged to an ex-mafia 
hitman turned CEO billionaire, but she unex-
pectedly falls in love with him as an unknown 
danger—closer than either of them realizes—
threatens their happy ending. Territories Sold: 
Czech Republic, Germany

MOODY by Penelope Ward: A woman develops 
a connection with a client that ends as quickly as 
it started, only for a shocking, unexpected revela-
tion to bring them back together. Territories Sold: 
Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Po-
land

THE ARISTOCRAT by Penelope Ward: After 
falling in love with a member of British aristoc-
racy over the summer, a woman vows to move 
on when he must return home, only for a letter 
to bring them back together. Territories Sold: 
Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Isra-
el, Poland

THE ANTI-BOYFRIEND by Penelope Ward: Al-
though she initially had reservations about her 
serial dater neighbor, a single mom soon finds 
herself becoming friends with—and eventually 
falling for—him as they begin to spend more 
time together, until his past threatens to get 
in the way of their happily ever after. Territories 
Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic, France, Germany, 
Italy, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slo-
venia

CHARMED BY THE BARTENDER (Modern Love 
#1) by Piper Rayne: A woman who’s stood up on 
a date ends up hooking up with a bartender in-
stead—but he’s broken her heart before. Territo-
ries Sold: Brazil, France, Germany, Italy 

SEXY FILTHY BOSS (White Collar Brothers #1) 
by Piper Rayne: A workplace romance about an 
alpha male executive who falls in love with his 
savvy and ambitious assistant. Territories Sold: 
Germany

TO HAVE AND TO HATE by R.S. Grey: In an effort 
to save her parents from crippling debt, a young 
artist agrees to a contractual marriage to a cold-
hearted man who wants nothing to do with her 
until they are forced to live together and genuine-
ly fall in love. Territories Sold: Brazil, France

NOT SO NICE GUY by R.S. Grey: A light-hearted, 
fun and flirty romantic comedy, where two best 
friends fall in love, but face repercussions when 
their job finds out. Territories Sold: Brazil, Germa-

ny, Hungary, Israel, Italy

MY PROFESSOR by R.S. Grey: Unable to pass up 
the job opportunity of a lifetime, a woman applies 
to work for her former professor whom she be-
lieves won’t remember her or their forbidden affair.

THE MAN IN THE BLACK SUIT by Sylvain Rey-
nard: A hardworking young woman finds herself 
in a world of extravagance—and danger—when 
she begins to work and eventually falls for a mys-
terious older man intent on avenging his sister’s 
death. Territories Sold: Brazil, Portugal

SEND ME CRAZY (Hot in the City #1) by T Ge-
phart: A comedy of errors about a flighty young 
woman who accidentally finds her forever match 
after trying to play matchmaker for her best 
friend. Territories Sold: France

#1 CRUSH (#1 Series #1) by T Gephart: A woman 
who is obsessed with a Hollywood actor manages 
to meet and charm him through lies. Territories 
Sold: France, Germany, Italy

KING (King #1) by T.M. Frazier: A tattoo artist 
fresh out of prison finds himself drawn to a myste-
rious woman who has no recollection of her past. 
Territories Sold: Czech Republic, France, Germa-
ny, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Poland

PIKE (Pawn Duet #1) by T.M. Frazier: After find-
ing a young woman struggling to recall what 
happened to her missing family, a man with his 
own tragic past does all he can to help her dis-
cover the truth. Territories Sold: Germany

SEDUCTION & SNACKS (Chocolate Lovers #1) by 
Tara Sivec: A single mom’s one night stand comes 
back into her life unexpectedly. He’s shocked to 
learn he has a son, but she has no intention of let-
ting a second chance at love escape her in this 
sexy rom-com. Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Re-
public, Germany, Israel, Italy, Poland, Turkey *A 
Passionflix Film*

KISS MY PUTT (Summersweet Island #1) by 
Tara Sivec: A professional golfer is reunited with 
the girl he’s always loved when he returns to his 
hometown after taking a break from the public 
eye. Territories Sold: Brazil

CANARY by Tijan: A young woman who never en-
visioned herself working for the mafia becomes a 
crucial asset in taking down an enemy cartel in 
hopes of finding her missing sister, only to fall for 
the team’s leader, a young man trying to rescue 
his own sister from a dangerous fate.
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THE INSIDERS (INSIDERS #1) by Tijan: A brilliant 
young woman is thrust into a world of wealth and 
prestige after discovering her father is a billionaire 
tech genius. As she navigates her new normal, 
she finds herself drawn to the man determined to 
protect her from the dangers her new life brings, 
only he has his own past that she also must be 
cautious of. Published by St. Martin’s Press. Ter-
ritories Sold: Brazil, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Japan, Poland, Romania

THE BOSS PROJECT by Vi Keeland: A CEO who is 
initially against the idea of hiring a company ther-
apist soon finds that she just may be the one to 
open up his closed-off heart after a series of tragic 
events heightened his fear of not being loved in 
this sexy, yet emotionally charged story. Territo-
ries Sold: Bulgaria, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Slo-
vakia, Spain

THE RIVALS by Vi Keeland: After decades of rival-
ry between their families, two people find them-
selves forced together as they are both tasked 
with winning an auction for a majority share of a 
prestigious hotel and begin a heated affair as they 
work to prove themselves worthy to their families 
in this sexy, enemies-to-lovers story. Territories 
Sold: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, 
Korea, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roma-
nia, Russia, Slovakia, Spain, Turkey
 
THE SPARK by Vi Keeland: A young woman who 
has been unable to trust due to a traumatic
past finds herself slowly falling for the charming 
man she met by chance a year ago when their ca-
reers bring them together in this sexy, emotional 
romance. Territories Sold: Croatia, Czech Repub-
lic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, 
Spain

WELL PLAYED by Vi Keeland & Penelope Ward: 
After a single mom, looking to renovate a recent-
ly inherited property, makes a bet with the other 
shareholder—her absent ex’s older brother—the 
last thing she ever expected was to fall in love 
with him. Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic, 
Germany, Poland, Romania

NOT PRETENDING ANYMORE by Vi Keeland & 
Penelope Ward: Two roommates, who vowed to 
help the other win over their unrequited crush-
es, find themselves getting everything they’ve al-
ways wanted, until they realize the people they’re 
with may not be right for them after all. Territo-
ries Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, 
Netherlands, Poland, Turkey

HAPPILY LETTER AFTER by Vi Keeland & Pe-
nelope Ward: When a magazine columnist re-

ceives a sweet letter from a little girl looking for a 
special friend for her father, she does more than 
write back, and things get complicated in this 
heartwarming, romantic story. Similar to Sleep-
less in Seattle, but with a shocking twist. Pub-
lished by Amazon Publishing. Territories Sold: 
Brazil, Czech Republic, Germany, Poland, Ro-
mania, Serbia, Taiwan, Turkey

TWO WEEKS NOTICE by Whitney G.: A steamy 
enemies-to-lovers romance about two people 
who must learn to work together before they can 
fall in love. Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Repub-
lic, France, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, Spain 
 
NAUGHTY BOSS (Steamy Coffee Collection #1) 
by Whitney G.: In this fun, sexy office romance, 
a woman’s rant about her boss accidentally gets 
forwarded to him. Territories Sold: France, Ger-
many, Netherlands, Spain

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

THE LAST SEASON by Jenny Judson & Danielle 
Mahfood: Two people in opposite social classes 
find themselves battling stiff Victorian societal 
rules to discover that the sins of their fathers 
should not always become their burden. Pub-
lished by TouchPoint Press.

NORTH OF THE STARS (In Love and War #1) 
by Monica James: A notorious Viking learns 
he must team up with his rival in order to take 
down two ruthless kings and save the princess 
they both love.

LADY RUTHLESS (Notorious Ladies of London 
#1) by Scarlett Scott: An enemies-to-lovers his-
torical romance about a woman who is black-
mailed into marrying the man she is convinced 
is responsible for the death of her beloved broth-
er. Territories Sold: Romania

HER ERRANT EARL (Wicked Husbands #1) by 
Scarlett Scott: A story about a scoundrel of a 
Marquis who launches a campaign of seduction 
against his wife solely for the purpose of pro-
ducing an heir—but falls prey to his own game 
and falls for her. Territories Sold: Germany 
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LGBTQ+ ROMANCE

A LITTLE BIT LIKE LOVE (South Haven #1) by 
Brooke Blaine: This series of standalones follows a 
tight-knit group of friends in a small town as they 
navigate new relationships and discover shocking 
secrets along the way. Territories Sold: France, It-
aly, Thailand
 
FORGET ME NOT (Unforgettable Duet #1) by 
Brooke Blaine: When a young man loses all his 
memories, he relies on—and falls in love with —
the paramedic who saved him. Territories Sold: 
France, Italy

INSIDE AFFAIR (Prime Time #1) by Ella Frank: Af-
ter receiving a series of death threats, a beloved 
news anchor gets help from the last person he ex-
pected—his best friend’s brother—who must pre-
tend to be his boyfriend, only for the act to slowly 
fade into something real. Territories Sold: Brazil, 
France, Germany

DANGER ZONE (Elite #1) by Ella Frank & Brooke 
Blaine: As two men compete against each oth-
er at a prestigious naval academy, tensions rise 
when they start to fall for one another in this 
M/M Top Gun love story. Territories Sold: France, 
Italy

ACED (PresLocke #1) by Ella Frank & Brooke 
Blaine: After coming out and finding forever love 
with his co-star, a Hollywood actor navigates the 
hardships of a public relationship to reach a hap-
pily-ever-after in this continuing series. Territories 
Sold: France, Italy, Poland

HIM (Him #1) by Elle Kennedy & Sarina Bow-
en: In this sweet yet steamy and sexy story about 
self-discovery, friendship, and falling in love, two 
hockey players reconnect after years of no com-
munication and discover that as good as they 
were as best friends, they make even better lov-
ers. Territories Sold: Brazil, Czech Republic, Den-
mark, Germany, Israel, Hungary, Italy, Nether-
lands, Poland, Romania, Russia, Spain, Taiwan, 
Thailand

TOP SECRET by Elle Kennedy & Sarina Bowen: 
A young man looking to fulfill his girlfriend’s de-
sires joins an anonymous hook up app to find a 
third partner and matches with a man who he not 
only realizes he might not want to share, but is 
also closer than either imagined. Territories Sold: 
Czech Republic, Germany, Netherlands, Russia, 
Taiwan, Thailand

DAMAGED LIKE US (Like Us #1) by Krista & 
Becca Ritchie: When a bisexual man born and 
raised in the spotlight is assigned his longtime 
crush as a bodyguard, their relationship has to 
face the court of public opinion and the pres-
sures of a famous family over the course of three 
books. Territories Sold: Brazil, France

LOVE AND OTHER CURSED THINGS by Kris-
ta & Becca Ritchie: Upon on her return to her 
“cursed” hometown, made up of lies and secrets,
a woman looking to help her brother out of a 
scandal is reunited with the woman she’s always 
loved—but could never be with—in this second 
chance romance. Territories Sold: Germany

LITERARY FICTION

BLOCK SEVENTEEN by Kimiko Guthrie: An 
#OwnVoices story of a woman’s struggle to un-
derstand and lay to rest the secrets her family 
thought they buried over sixty years ago while 
imprisoned in a Japanese-American internment 
camp. Published by Blackstone Publishing. 

THRILLERS

MAKE ME DISAPPEAR by Jessica Payne: A 
desperate woman arranges her own kidnap-
ping to escape her narcissistic, sociopath boy-
friend, but after she is taken, she quickly real-
izes that the person she hired to kidnap her is 
not the person who actually did, leaving her 
to figure out how to escape a game she her-
self started. Territories Sold: Czech Republic

THE LUCKY ONE by Jessica Payne: A woman nar-
rowly escapes a serial killer, but ten years later, af-
ter returning to her hometown, the murders start 
happening again. Will she be lucky once again?

RED TEA by Meg Mesezke: After moving to Ja-
pan to escape the grief of her brother’s pass-
ing, an English teacher becomes involved with 
a young detective as they work together to find 
the culprit behind a slew of mysterious stu-
dent murders. Published by City Owl Press.

WHERE THE BLAME LIES by Mia Sheridan: 
Having thought her kidnapper was dead, a 
young woman is haunted by her past when she 
learns that kidnappings similar to her own have 
been happening. Territories Sold: France, Israel
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COZY MYSTERY

GRANNY’S GOT A GUN (Secret Agent Granny 
#1) by Harper Lin: A grandmother and former 
CIA agent finds the retired life too mundane 
for her liking, until a murder posed as an acci-
dental death allows her to jump back into her 
investigative days. Territories Sold: Netherlands

A BOOK TO KILL FOR (Bookish Café Mys-
teries #1) by Harper Lin: A book shop worker 
finds herself defending her infuriating new 
boss when he is falsely accused of murder.
Territories Sold: Germany

FANTASY/PARANORMAL/SCI-FI CATALOG
CLICK HERE TO VIEW OR SCAN QR CODE

https://www.dropbox.com/s/49i8xufmwn3zwhm/BROWER%20LITERARY%20LONDON%202023%20FANTASY-PARANORMAL%20CATALOG.pdf?dl=0

